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NUCLEAR PROPERTIES OF SOME NEUTRON-DEFICIENT ISOTOPES 

.OF EMANATION, POLONIUM AND . ASTATINE 

AllanW .. Stoner 

Radiation Laboratory 
and 

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 
University of California Berkeley, California 

June 27, :1.956 

ABSTRACT 

A study of electron-capture and alpha-decay characteristics has 
I 

been carried out for several nuclides. in the neutron-deficient. and proton-
. ··208 

excess .regionnear the double closed shell, Pb . Complete decay scherres 

are presented for At209 and Po207. Tentative decay schemes are given 

for Em211 , At208 , and po206. The studies were carried out with variable 

and permanent-field beta spectrometers, scintillation detectors, coinci

dence techniques, and a magnetic alpha-particle spectrograph. A compari-

son.of the experimentally determined levels with the levels expected fiDm 

various extensions of the single-particle model has been discussed. 

In the second part, 

pared by the bombardment of 

. carried out. Em208 . Em207 , ., 

a study of several new emanation isotopes pre

gold.with140-Mev nitrogen ions has been 
206204 . mm ,and Em were produced.and studled 

in the alpha pulse-height analyzer .. The mass assignments of theactivi

ties were made by observing the growth and decay of the.alpha-emitting 
207 202 daughters, At .a~d Po . Alpha and electron-capture decay branching 

207 206 202 was .. measured for Em ,Em. ,and.Po . These new isotopes "have been 

correlated with alpha systematics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis describesane2Cperimental program to study the meth

ods of preparation of a·large number of.radioactive·isotopesinthe neu

tron-deficient and proton-excess region near the dQuble closed shell, 

p-S 208 , and to . study in detail the alpha, beta, and gamma. ·radiations of 

these isotopes. ,The experimental.data were used to determine as com

pletely as .possible an energy-level scheme ,.for. the isotopes in the region. 

Such a scheme is of considerable interest for this particular group of 

isotopes because of correlationS.withthe siIlgle-particle ·model and the 
.modified-particlemodel by. Pryce. 

One of the tests that can be applied to any of the various models 

of the nucleus that have been proposed is its ability to predict ground

state spin and parity and the spin, parity, and energy of excited states. 

In certain regions the nuclear model may be highly successful, whereas 
·208 

in another region .it .mayappear to. fail. " In.themass region near Pb 
1 '2 

the shell model'byMayer or by Haxel, Jensen, and Suess is.firmlyes-

. tablished by many, lines of physical evidence related to nucleon stability 

or the various.properties.of the ground-state configurations. Pb
208 

it

self is .. a "doubly magic " nucleus because it contains a filled shell .of 

82 protons.anda filled shell of 126 neutrons. ·A brief o:utline of the 

.single-particle model and its implications in the region near the. doubly 

magic closed shell.is given in the following. 

According to·the single-pa:r:ticlemodel, the ground.and excited 

states of an . even-odd or. odd-even nuc;lide d,epend essentially upon the odd 

parti cle. . The ground s.ta te of a nucleus should be represented by, this 

particle in its lowest energy state and the excited states by the.pro

motion of this. particle to higher energy stat~s 'which,are predicted by 

the order of. filling of. single~par.ticleorbi tals. This. theory should. have 

.its.most favorable application in a region near a .closed shell.sincethe 

number of coupled .neutronsand coupled protons in addition to the odd 

particle will beata minimum. Then the excited levels observed should 

Closely follow those expected from single-particle ,excitations. .. The ex-

'. cited states of one isotope, Pb 207 , have been completely worked out. 3 

This nuclide differs from Pb
208

, th~d>)Uble closed shell, by one hole in 



the neutron shell. A single ,hole is equivalent theoretically to a single 
. 'W7 

particle outside a closed shell. Then the ground sta~e of Pb should 

be represented by a neutron in the lowest energy state available for the 

125th neutron. This is a p_l/2state, and the higher-energy orbitals 
5/2 ~3/2 13/2 . 7/2 that should form'the excited states are f-, p~f' ,i- ,and ,f- , 

in order of increasing energy. The detailed level structure arrived at 

by coincidence measurements, angular correlation~easurements, and multi

pole order assignment of the transitions agrees with the single-particle 

levels expected. All the predicted states are observed, and no additional 

transitions or levels have l:;>een reported. 

This excellent correlation between the single-particle model and 

the experimental data was one of ' the reasons for this study of several 

neighboring isotopes in order to further investigate the applications of 

the single-particle model of the nucleus. ,209 
The excited states of Po , 

B 207 d At211 d' d f th', l' ,an. 'were stu le· or u:spurpose . .209 ~ 207 
Po~ dlffers from Pb 

. only in that it has two additional protons, which are coupled to give 

zero angular momentum in the ground state. In both Po209 andPo207 the 

ground states arise from the same p_l/2 neutron orbital. ,The excited 
" 209 levels of Po are of great interest both for investigating the exten-

sionof the single particle model and.for determining the effect of 

coupled particles outside the shellj i.e., determining whether low-lying 

excited states.arise by excitation of the pair of particles outside the 

shells. This stu~y of Po209 leveis was carried out by observing the 

levels that arise in the electron-ca;ture decay of At209 . Bi207 and 
211 At are'both isotopes .whoseexcited states may be correlated with sin~ 

gle-particle excitation, but they differ from the previous case because 

the odd particle in both cases.is .aproton .. Bi207 is two neutrons and 

one proton removed from the double closed shell. At211 also ,is three' 

particles removed from the double closed shell, but all three particles 

are protons in this case: . The excited levels of Bi207 were observed by 
, . 207 211 211 studYlng the Po electron-capture decay, and the At levels by Em 

electron-capture decay. 

In this . same mass region the modified particle model by Pryce 

may also be investigated. This model is useful for· even-even and odd

odd isotopes near' a double closed sh,ell. The most successful application. 
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. -006 
of this mo~elsofar has been in the study of the pb level scheme. 

Pryce.and Alburger did a detailed experimental investigation5 and cor

related the data with a theoretical study of the isotope by pryce~4The 
theoretical work was based on the experimental excited (neutron) levels 

observed .in Pb207 . He predicted the energy of.thePb
206 

configurations 

by summing together the. energy of the twoneutron:.levels in Pb 
20

7. Each 

configuration may have several possible spin values accordingto.the 

rules of spin vector coupling. In zero-order approximation the levels 

.are degenerate) but they are split when thein'teraction between the two 

paired particles is considered. By a detailed analysis of all the pos

sible configurations) includiDg the numerous nondegenerate states from 

the neutron levels) and by estimating an energy for each level) he;was 
. ·206 

able. to establish.a set of theoretical levels for Pb' . Only two of 

the 17 experimental levels failed to fit the theoretical level diagram . 

. The excellent agreement between this.model and the experimental data for 

Pb206 made it desitable to obtain additional experimental information 

that might be used to further investigate the model. 

The extension of this.model to more neutron-deficient lead iso-

topes is.being carried out by several groups. 
204 6 

... study of Pb has .. been made . by W .. True and 
,207204 . 205 

Pb) Pb ) and Pb by A. Fritsch and J. 

A detailed theoretical 

an experimental study of 

Hollander. 7 The application 

of this model to isotopes with protons beyond the closed shell has not 

been carried .out. A short analysis by a group here of the levels of . 
210 210 

Po found by At ,electron-capture decay. has shown that the model 

applies.for the two-proton case (Ai210
).43 ,The Pryce model has not yet 

been applied to nuclei where the particles are different and a large 

number of levels are to be expected .. The ideal casew;uld be Bi208) in 

which the excited states would. arise from a neutron-proton coupling. 

Unfortunately) the electron-capture decay ofP0208 is highly forbidden) 

owing to a large spin change) so very little is known or probably will 

be .learnedconcerning the Bi
208 

exci,ted states .. The next '(dd-odd iso.,

tope to which the Pryce model may be applied .is,Bi
206 

.. It is three 

neutron holes and one proton removed from the double closed shell .. The 

excited states of this isotope.werestudied in this work by investigat-
, 206 

iDg the electron-capture decay of PO' . 
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.To complete the study of the excited states in thismass.region, 
20S ,20S 

the electron-capture decay of At ,giving the levels in.Po ,has been 

investiga ted. . This isotope is compared .. wi th respect to. even-even nuclei 

systematics. 

Next in this thesis the cyclotron bombardIDentmethods, the radio

chemical purification .methods, and the instrumental methods .used in this 

research are described. The experimental.data on the radiations of. the 

individual isotopes are then described. New information was obtained 

on the decays of P0207 , P6
206

, At209 , At
20S

, and Em211 • Level schemes 

.are discussed as far as the data. permit. The most complete level schemes 

are found for the isotopes P0207 and: At209 . 

II . EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

A. Production and Purification of Isotopes 

Preparation of Emanation-211 
211 4 Em was prepared by the spallation of thorium metal with 3 0-

- Mev protons in the internal beam of the lS4-in.cyclotron by means of the 
S 

methods described by Momyer and Hyde. .The thorium was dissolved in 

hot, concentrated hydrochloric acid with sodium fluosiiicate used to 

.catalyze the reaction. The gases evolved were trapped in a U-tube in a 

vacuum system.at liquid nitrogen temperatures. E:rnanation was fraction

·ated from the other gases in the.vacuum system and samples were prepared 

from the purified emanation by the glow-discharge technique. 

The emanation is held interstitially in a metal lattice of a 10-

mil wire .wi th .' sufficient force so that . it cannot be removed in ordinary 
. 56' . 

working vacuums (10- to 10- ·mID Hg) at room temperature, but can be re-

moved by raising the temperature several hundred degrees. Ten-mil wire 

samples prepared in this manner were used as sources in the permanent-

magnet electron spectrographs and the alpha~particle spectrograph. The 

energy resolutiohof the peaks observed in the various instruments cor

responds to that expected of a mass-free· "thin" sample. 

Samples were not prepared until approximately 16 hr after bom

bardment, so that shorter-lived emanation isotopes such as Em209 , Em
210

, 

and Em212 could decay out. After this time) the only emanation isotopes 
211 222 

present were Em and Em . ,Since the latter has a 3.S':day half ·life 

- .. 
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.and is produced with a smaller cross section, it contributes only. a few 

tenths of a percent to.the totaLactivity .. The amount of fission gases, 

krypton and xenon, was so small that they could not be detected; this .is 

due to.their removaldurin,g transfer operations in the vacuum system and 

to the short half lives of the isotopes formed .infission. ,The .purity 

of the Em211 was checked by following the alpha decay of the samples.and 

they gave a 16±1-hr half life over several half lives after an initial 

th d t At211 d P 211 t""t Th 1 d grow ue 0 . an 0 ac ~v~ y.. esamp es prepare were ap;~ 

proocima tely 5 xlO 7 disintegrations per min. . This. represented an ap

proximate 10% yield for the glow discharge method. 

Preparation of Astatine Isotopes 

Astatine isotopes were .produced by several.methods, so that the 

ratio .of isotopes could be variecigreatly in order to . facilitate correct 

assignments of . gamma-ray transi,tions. Large quantities of At209 were 

prepared by bombardment of bismuth metal that had been alloyed onto a 

10-mil aluminum plate ina layer approximately 20 mils thick. These 

.targets were clamped into;awater-cooledtargetholder and mounted so as 

to m±ercept'tre deTIB::±ed helium-ion beam of the 60-in.· Crocker Radiation 

Laboratory cyclotron. In.this type of bombardment At211 , At210 , and AtLD9 
are all prepared, but by varying the energy of the helium-ion beam, one 

209 " 210 can vary the.amountof At relat~ve to At .from zeroto.approxi~tely 

. one-half of the total activity. The beam was limited to ,15 microampereftrr 

to prevent the loss 6fastatine by volatilization or the melting of the 

bismuth target mateFial . 

. The astatine was separated and purified byavolatilizationmethod 

following previously developed techniques. 49 The bismuth target materiial 

was melted in a quartz. tube in,a vacuum system. A st:ream of nitrogen 

(1 to 2 mm pressure) .. ' introduced just above . themolt~n bismuth .carried the 

astatine al,ong in the system'andpreventedit from condensing on the 

glass surfaces. . The astatine was collected on a cold finger at liquid 

nitrogen temperature. ,The finger. had been previously coated with a thin 

layer of ice. ,The layer of i.ce was then. meJ-ted into.a test tube and a 

lO-mil silver wire approximately 1-1/16 in. long ,was immersed in the 

.solution. After. 2 .hr of stirring) 50% of the astatine 'hadplated out. on 

the .wire .. The wires~ when mounted, 'were excellent line sources for the 
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,beta spectrometers . and the alpha-particle spectrograph. 

At209 was prepared isotopically pure, but in much smaller quan

tities, by an indirect process involving its iSGlation from Ra213 .. The 

decay sequence invGlvedisRa213 a ) Em209 EC 85% ) At209 
2 min 31 min 

213 ' . 
. The·2-min Ra was produced by the spallation of thorium metal with 340-

Mev protons in the184-in. cyclotron:
8 

After.a short bombardment in the 

cyclotron the tborium target was immediately dissolved and the radium 

was.removedfrom solution by coprecipitationon BaC1
2 

fr9m concentrated 

hydrochloric acid. The precipitate was immediately dissolved in water 

and,reprecipitated bypassing hydrogen chloride gas through the so~ution 

in order to obtain a higher degree of purity. The precipitate was then 

irltroduced into.a vacuum system and dissolved in water .. The sample was 

then allowed to remain for 15 min so that most of the 2_minRa213 could 

decay .. By activity, Ra
213. is the main isotope present in the radium 

209 . 
fraction so isolated. Its decay product, Em ,which pas a 31-min half 

life, is collected in a U-tube at liquid nitrogen temperatures. This is 

the only emanation isotope present, as the other two isotqpeswith half 
221 222 

lives. long enough to.be collected (Em and Em ) are .the daughters of 

1 1 d d h 209 . ong- ivera iums .. T e Em was then moved to a clean tube on the 

vacuum system, where its decay products, P0205 (from 15% alpha branching) 

and At209, are collected. The sample was then allowed to decay from 4 

to 6 hr so that the 1.5-hr P0205 could decay out. After 6 hr only pure 

A t 209 remained. Samples of apprmcima tely 3000 disintegrations/min of 
209 At· could be prepared by this procedure; this.amount' was enough for 

gamma-gamma coincidence and gamma-ray intensity measurements. 

At208 was produced by helium-ion bombardment of bismuth metal in 

the 184-in. cyclotron. It was necessary to-use the larger cyclotron as 

the energy of the helium-ion beam of the 60-in. cyclotron,is not high 
/ 

" 

.. 

'enough to produce (a,5n) reaction Gn bismuth in high yields. Theastatine ~', •• 

was purified by dissolving the bismuth in concentrated nitric acid and 

then evaporating it to dryness in the presence of excess hyqrochloric 

acid. The resulti~g hydrochloric acid solution was diluted to 6N and 

the astatine extracted intodiisopropyl ether. The organic layer was 

washed several times with 3~ hyqrochloric acid .with ferrous.ion added. 

The ether was then slowly evaporated off over a water solution so that 
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the purified.astatine.was in a water solution. Samples prepared by this 

_method~ontainedall the .astatine isotopes of mass numbers 206 through 

211, so that the resulting gamma spectrum was too oomplex to bearialyzed 0 ' 

However, these samples were used for "milking" experiments to determine 
. . 208 

the half life·of At • 

. Isotopically pure At
208 .was obtained as .the decay product of 

212 10 212 d d b h 1 t" f " h 340-' Fr '. TheFr was pro uce . y t espal a lon 0 thorium Wlt -

Mev protons in the internal beam of the·184-in.cyclotron.It was sep

arated from both fission and spall~tion products by a.silicotungstic acid 

precipitation method as ·developed by Hyde .11 The . alpha branching of 

Fr2l2 yields the L7-hr At208 and the.electron-capture branching gives 
208 . " 208 208 

Em ,which subsequently forms Po and Bi . These two. isotopes 

have-long ha1f·ltves.and very little .gamma radiation; therefore, all the 

gamma radiation observed after the Fr~12has decayed out.belongs to At20~ 
A maximum of 106 disintegrations/min of At208 .was_prepared in this_manner. 

Preparation of Polonium 

po207 wasprepared by helium-ion bombardment of lead chloride in 

the Crocker Radiation Laboratory 60-in. cyclotron .. The lead chloride 

. used was enriched in Pb206 .. The exact .isotopic composition is Fb206 , 

59 701. Pb' 207 25 00f. .' 208 01. h t f b204 . " 6110; .. '.. '-'10; and Pb , 15,17°. T e amoun 0 Ppresent lS 

negligibJ.,e. A special target assembly-- a pistol-grip target assembly 

which has been discussed elsewhere-'~wa's used for th~ irradiation~ 44 The 

beam was attenuated to_approximately 40 Mev with a 2~milplatinum foil. 

in order to.use.the largest Crr'oss section possible for an (a,3n) reaction 
30 ) on. lead. At this energy no (a,4n reactions take place; therefore, 

206 208 209 . 
there.isno·Po activity produced .. PoandPo,are produced, but 

they have long half lives andno.appreciable gamma-ray activity. Thus, 

. all gamma and. electron radia,. tiops of. thepurifiedpoloni um fraction are 

.due to Po207 • 

. The polonium was.recovered from the lead.chloride target by the 

·use of a radiocolloidal property of polonium which is discussed by 

Treiman et al. 12 . The method depends ;on the adsorption of. the colloidal 

polonium hydroxide on glass wool as. a means of a gross separation, from 

lead and bismuth. The lead chloride target was dissolved in hot, weak 

hydrochloric acid (pH 4.3) containing glass wooL After·dissolution was 
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complete, the solution and glass wool were heated and agitated for 15 

min 0 The. glass wool was thenremoved and thoroughly washed with hot 

water. The polonium adheres to the glass wool while lead and bismuth 

remain in solution..The polonium was removed from the glass wool by 
, 

leaching with concentrated hydrochloric acid followed by extraction into 

tributyl phosphate. The organic layer was scrubbed several times with 

concentrated hydrochloric acid to remove small quantities of lead and 

bismuth chlorides 0 Polonium stays in the organic layer when washed 

first with hydrochloric acid and then pure water. The polonium was 

next back-extracted with concentrated nitric acid. From this s.olution 
/ 

the necessary samples could be prepared for the various instruments. 

The over-all chemical yield for this separation was estimated to be 25%. 

When samples in the form of line sources were required, as in 

the beta spectrometer and the alpha-particle spectrograph studies, the 

samples were prepared in a different manner . The target was dissolved 

in hot concentrated hydrochloric acid and. a 10..,mfl silver'wire was added 

to the hot solution 0 The solution was stirred for several hours and the 

polonium plated out on the wire with yields up to 50%. The polonium 

plated .out by this .manner was free of any foreign activity, However, 

this type of sample preparation cannot be used when astatine or bismuth 

(in low concentrations) is present, as they plate out also. 
206 Po was.preparedby the same bombardment method except that the 

platinum absorber used in front of the target was reduced to 1/4 mil. 

This allowed bombardment wi th 48·-Mev alpha particles and subsequent for-
206 (4)·. . mation of Po by a) n reactlons. The platinum foil is required in 

this case only to hold the powder (lead chloride) in the target assembly. 
206· . 

When pure Po was desired) the targets were set aside. for several day s 
207 . . 

to allow Po to decayo The polonium was then purified by the tributyl 

phosphate solvent extraction procedure described above. 

lL~ alternate method was used in some cases for the production of 

p0206, This was required because the lead cplorideassembly was limited, 

.,by heat dissipation difficulties, to .approximately 8 microamperes of the 

helium-ion beam. Therefore, in order to ~repare large samples of a 

9-day activity, long ~ombardment times are required. To overcome this, 
206. 204 207 208 

lead metal (25.6% Pb ,1. 5% Pb ,21% Pb ., and 52% Pb ) was pressed 

, 
v 
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into grooves ,1 by. 1/8 by 1/32 in. in a copper block. . This. assembly can 

be.water-cooledquiteefficiently, as copper is an excellent heat con

ductor, and.abeam current of 25 to 3lDfI'S-mp is possible. Much larger 

samples .of po206 can be formed .in this manner because of increased beam 

current and additional target.material, but the one disadvantage is' that 
.. 208209 210 large quantities of , alpha actlvlty (Po ,J;>o", and Po ) ,are formed. 

The polonium was isolated from these targets by the radiocolloidal.ab

sorptionmethodde.scribed above. 

B. Instruments 

A great ,variety of instruments were.used during the course·of 

this work. A short description of each instrument is given when the 

information i~ useful in understanding and evaluating the experimental 

data. References are given to detailed descriptions of the,mostimpor

tant spectrometers. 

The ,term "energy resolution" or "resolutionll appears ,many times 

,and in each case the,.meaning.is the same .. The resolution of a peak is 

the full width at half intens:i,ty.The resolution, expressed in percent, 

is, the ,full width .at half intensity 'in units of 'energy divided by the 

energy of the peak and multiplied by one hundred . 

Alpha-ParticleSpeGtrograph 

The ,alpha-particle spectrograph employed ,in this work resembles 

a mass ,spectrograph in.which thenoI'mal. ion source has been replaced by 

:an alpha ... emi tting source ~ 14 It employs a 600 ,sector magnet, and the 

normal trajectory has a radius of curvature'of 75.cm. The transmission 

and energy reso:)..ution depend on the slit system used, but for normal op

era tion ha vevalues around 4 xlO - 310 and 0 .2%, respecti vely ~ The re-

ceiver consists ofa photographic plate which, upon development and ex

amination under a microscope, reveals a characteristic 'black rectangular 

track for each alpha particle that has impinged upon it •. These tracks, 

. when plotted versus position on theplate,describe the alpha-particle 

energy spectrum of the sample. Intensities.andenergiescanbedeter

mi~ed from these graphs. Mass-free line ,samples are necessary and are 

prepared by vacuum sublimation or· by electroplating. . This .' ins trumen t 

is ,referred to as the alpha-particle spectrograph. 

,', 
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Alpha Pulse~Height Analyzer 

A 48-channel differential alpha pulse:-height analyzer has been 

extensively' used in this work to determine_alpha energies and the degree 
. 15 

of purity of samples. Briefly, it· consists of an argon, filled gridded 

ionization chamber in which a pulse is produced, by ionization, that is 

proportional to the .alpha energy. This pulse from the ionization chamber 

was amplified in a preamplifier., then in a linear amplifier., and was 

then introduced into a 48-channel differential pulse-height analyzer. 

Gain and bias controls on the analyzer permitted the inspection of.any 

predetermined energy internal with the full 48 channels. A plot of 

. counts per channel versus channel number gives the energy spectrum of 

the·alpha particles. Mass-free samples have .approximately 1% resolution 

and 50% geometry. This instrument is referred to as the alpha-pulse 

analyzer. 

Gamma-Ray Spectrometer 

Gaillma-ray intensities and energies were determined by use of the 

50-channel differential pulse-height analyzer.
16 

The gamma rays are 

detected by use of,a sodium iodide crystal mounted on a Dumont 6292 pho

tomultiplier tube. The gamma rayon striking the sodium iodide causes 

a pulse of light, proportional to the photon energy, which is picked up 

by the photomultiplier tube .. The output pulse from the photomultiplier 

is amplified and then introduced into a 50-channel differential pulse

height analyzer. By proper adjustment of the gain and bias controls any 

predetermined energy ra~ge may be observed on the full 50 channels. A 

plot of counts versus channel number gives the photon energy spectrum 

of the sample. The peaks recorded in this manner have 8 to 10% resoluTIon. 

A correction for counting efficiency must be made before the intensities 

of the peaks are determined. This correction has been experimentally 

determined by Hollander and Kalkstein, and their values.were used in all 

intensity measurements. 17 For absolute abundance measurements of a peak, 

additional geometry correction must be made. The geometry for the dif

ferent counting positions was measured by use'of the iSO-kev gamma ray of 

·l\m
241 . . This 50-channel differential pulse-height analyzer is referred 

to as the "scintillation spectrometer". 

/ 
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Coincidence-Meas~ring Instrument 

Gamma-gamma-ray coincidences were measured by utilizing the 

scintillation spectrometer. and. a coincidence circuit coupled with a 

single-channel ana1yzer.
18

,19 ,Two ,sodium iodide crystals mounted on 

RCA 5819 photomultiplier tubes were placed at 1800 to each other with 

the sample between them. The pulse from one counter is ~ed into,a 

single-channel .analyzer and then introduced .. into ,a coincidence unit. 

The single-channel analyzer may be set so that the pulse from only one 

gamma ray is passed through it. This pulse is, used to gate the pulses 

. from the other sodium iodide counter in the coincidence ,circuit so that 

only the gamma rays, in coincidence wi th it are detected and .. recorded on 

the scintillation spectrometer. The energy spectrum shows those gamma 

rays. that are incoincidence with the gating photon (the photon selected 

on the single-channel analyzer) . Trois. cqincidence unit had a resolving 
. -6 

time .of 2 to ,·3x10 sec. Alpha particle-gamma ray coincidences may 

be-measured by this ,same setup if a zinc-coated,RCA 5819 photomultiplier 

,tube is substituted for tne soidum iodide crystal which functions as 

the gate for the coincidence unit. Then only those gamma rays in co

incidence with. alpha particles are recorded on the scintillation spectr~ 

meter. 

·De1ayed-Coincidence Instrument 

Metastable states (ha1f'life,from 10~7 t010-9 .sec) were search

ed for by use·of a fast.coincidence instrument. 36 The electromagnetic 

radiations ,were detected by use of a sodium iodide crystalmo;unted on 

an RCA 5819 photomultiplier tube. A Los Alamos type single-channel 

analyzer. was used for the analysis of the pulses from the photomultiplier 

tube in order to select the "gate" photons. All photons incoincidence 

with the gate were recorded on the scintillation spectrometer. Ade1ay 

wasintrtbduced in the gating circuit before the coincidence circuit so 

that only gamma rays emitted after a certain delay would be counted. 

By varying the·1engthof the delay over.a wide range and measuring the 

change in the counting rate, one may measure the half life of thetran

sition. ,If the transition is too:fast for measurement, a limit on the 

half life may be established. This limit is determined by the resolving 
-9 time of the instrument, which is·2 x10 sec. 
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Beta-Ray Spectrometers 

1. Variable-field spectrometers 

For determining the energies and intensities of the numerous 

electron lines, several different instruments.were used. A double

focusing variable-field spectrometer of 25-c~ radius, based on the de

sign ofSvartholm and Siegbahn, was ,used extensively.20 ,An adjustable

slit system was used for focusing, and a side-window Geiger counter with. 

'. a thin vinyl plastic window. was used for detection .·of the electrons . 

. The counting gas used was 9CJfo argon and lC1{o ethylene. The transmission 

of this 'instrument is 0.05% and resolution is O.?f/o. Very thin vaporized 

or electroplated samples were used in order to reduce scattering. Ex

cellent lines were recorded with this instrument. 

A second beta spe~trometer of the magnetic-lens type was used 

in several instances when the total disintegration rate of the sample 

was too low or the conversion coefficient was too low to permit the use 
21 

of the double-focusing spectrometer. It consists of a cylindrical 

magnetic field in .which electrons are introduced at one end and focused 

at the other. An anthracene crystal was used to detect the electrons, 

and this limited the instrument to measurements of electrons with ener

gies greater than 150 kev. This instrument has 3% resolution and 1% 

transmission. It was used extensively for the study of high-energy 

transitions where the conversion coefficients are very low. 

2. Permanent-magnet field, 

Permanent-magnet electron spectrographs were used for very accu

rate energy measurements. Four such instruments are available in this 

laboratory. The specifications concerning field strength, resolution, 

and energy range are given for each magnet in Table I. ,These instru

mentshave been used only for me~surement of energies and not for the 

measurement of.intensities. It was found that owing to the lack'of 

good efficiency curves for the detection of electrons by the photographic 

, 
.l 

emulsion, the intensities differed very greatly from those determined on ,.~ 

the double-focusing spect~ometer. However,in all the tables of con

version electrons observed in the permanent-magnet spectrographs the 

estimated visual intensity of the lines has been recorded. These in

tensities may be used for comparison within a small energy range, but 
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cannot be used for K/L ra tiosor Kline intensi i;Yccomparisons. LI ) ~J;I) 

and LIII iDtensity comparisons ,are valid and were of,considerable,im

portance in determining the_multipolarity of gamma transitions. TheK 

andL electron conversion ed:gesas compiled by Mihelich), Hill) ,and Church 

were ,used throughout this study for assigning theconversion,lines~45 

Table -I 

Permanent-magnet spectrograph specifications 

PM I 

,PM II 

PM III 

PM Tv 

Field 
{gaussl 

50 

100 

240 

350 

Energy Energy resolution 
(kev) ru 
0-80 0.1 

0-280 0.2 

---80 - 900 003 

,,,,200 - 1800 0·3 

Samples were prepared by electroplating the activity on 10-mil 

s 11 ver or platinum wire. ,The design ,and calibration of cameras) sample

mounting techniques) and_details_concerning the photographic film have 

been covered,in detail in reports byW. G. Smith46andA.Frits~h~7 

III. DECAYSCHEMES 

A. Polonium-,207 

P0207 was first identified by, Templeton,et a1. in bombardments 

-of,lead,with40-Mev helium iOIls ,in the 60-in. cyclotron of Crocker 
22 Radiation Laboratory. They measured the half life as 5.7 ±O.l hr) 

and determined the alpha-particleeIlergy to be 5 .1 Mev) wi thapproiXi"" 

mat ely 0.01% alpha branching and the remainder going by electron ,capture .. 

,By absorption methods) electroml:l.gneticradiation of 1.3 Mev was observed. 

Later' work determined the alpha-particle ,energy to_be 5.10 ± 0.02 Mev. 23 

The electro~-capture decay of p0207 to ,levels in Bi207 has been 

studied_,only briefly before. 24 ,This work was published in a thesis by 

,P. R. Gray and was done with the aid of this author. ,The work was then 

in the form of a perliminary investigation) so tpat the following dis

cussion) a complete description) includes but greatly extends preliminary 

,work. / 
, 2~ 

In the study presented herein) Po has been produced by two 
, 007 . 

,methods. Isotopically'pure Po was separatedas the alpha-decay 
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product of Em that .had been prepared by high-energy spallation of 

thorium. This procedure not only verified the mass assignment .for the 

5.7-hr half life) but also permitted the production of excellent samples 

for the measurement of gamma-ray intensities. In permanent-magnet and. 

beta-ray spectrometer experiments where.muchlarger quantities of activ

.ity were required) the polonium was prepared by bombardment of·lead 

chloride (enriched to 6C1{o Pb206 ) with 40-Mev helium ions.in the60-in. 

cyclotron. The chemical separations and the purity of samples prepared 

in this manner are discussed in the section on experimental methods. 

Gamma Spectrometer Measurements of Polonium-207 

The gamma and. electron spectra have both been investigated in 

great detail in order to determine intensities and the.multipole order 

of the transitions. The gamma spectrum was studied several times on a 

scintillation spectrometer) and the.spectrum recorded is shown in Fig. 1. 

The Compton background and the counting efficiency were taken into con

sideration when the intensities of the photo peaks were calculated. The 

intensities of the gamrra rays relative.to the 922-kev peak) which was 

.arbitrarily set equal to 100, are given in Table II. The peak at 511 

kevwill be shown later to be annihilation radiation due toa smallposi

tron branching in the eiectron-capturedecay. 

Table II 

. 207 
Po gamma-ray intensities from scintillation spectrometer studies 

Energy Intensity 
(kev) (relative) 

406 22 ± 5 

511 '" 0.6 

743 73 ± 14 

992 100 ±20 

1149 '" 1 

Measurement of Electron Conversion Lines of Polonium...;.207 
. 207' 

The. electron spectrum of Po has been analyzed by several dn: 

ferentmeans. Permanent-magnet spectr9grl?-phs were used to determine pre

cise energies; thedouble~focusing spectrometer for high-resolution in

tensity measurements; and themagnetic-l~ns spectrometer. for dete:rnrination 
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PfK/L ratios·.of high-energy transitions .and to .check the decay of each 

.peakfor. verification thati t belongs topo207 . 

qamplesmounted on 10:-mil silver wires were run in the permanen.t

magnet spectrographs •. Table III gives. the res1lliLts.obtained from several 

exposures on PM IV, . which records . electron lines up to 1. 6 Mev. . The lines 

. tabulated are just t)J.osewhich can be most confidently assigned. The 

column marked ?In.tensi t y 'l isa visually estimated intensity with respect 

to the .most intense line in the exposure). Other lines, which are from 

weaker transitions, are -recorded in' the first group of Table lV. . The 

.secondgroup of lines. in Table·I.V is· definitely assignable topo207 , but 

only one line has been seen fore'ach tr~nsition, which makes assignments 

to conversion shells ambiguous . Theintellsi ties given in Tables. III and 

. IV are only approximate,. and no correction has been made. for the .effi.., 

ciency of detection. A photograph of oneexposure.onPM IV. is .given. in 

Fig. 2. No attempt was made to.analyze lip.esbelow 200 kev in the ex

posuresmade on PM IV , . since a .much better. determination could be made 

by using lower-field permanent-magnet spectrographs. This film shows 

the quality of the.electron.lines that were observed in permanent-magnet 

. spectrograph exposures. 

Table TIl 

Conversion e~transof Wo207 observed in . 350.,.gauS3permanent-~netspectrograph 
Electron 
energy 

(kev) 

1058 
900·7 
976.0 

.989.3 
652.3 
726.6 
738.6 
315·0 
389.0 
401.0 
254·9 
328.7 
341.4 

,* 

Conversion 
edge 

·K 
K 
L 
M 
K 
L 
M 
K 
L 
M 
K 
L 
M 

Gamma-ray 
energy 

(kev) 

1148.5 
99L~ 
991.7 

··992.0 
742.8 
743.0 
742.6 
405.7 
405.3 
405.3 
345.4 
345.1 
345·4 

Gamma-ray 
energy 

(kev) 

.1148·5 ± 3.5 

991.6 ± 3.0 

405.5 ±0.7 

345.4 ± 0.7 

Intel2-sity* 

VW 
S 
.M 
VW 
S 
M 
VW 
VVS 
S 

.M 
VS 
,M 
W 

Visual intensities are tabulated by using the following scale~ 
VVS= very, very strong SM=strong moderate SW=strongweakW=weak 

VS= very strong M= moderate W= weak VW= very weak 
S;::strong WM=weak moderate VW=very weakVVW= very,vaylWES.k 
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Table ·IV 

. 207 
Additional conversion electron lines of Po 

observed in 350-gausspermanent-magnetspectrograph 

Electron energy 
. (kev) . 

Group. I 

539.4 
239.6 
180.3 
291.1 
217.1 

233.1 
206.6 

Group II 
857.3 
821.3 
574.8 
467.3 
306.4 

. 261.3 

.247.1 

.198.1 

Conversion shell Gamma-ray energy 
(kev) 

K 629.9 
K 329·1 
K 270.8 
L 307 
K 307 
L 233.0 

.L 249.5 
L 223·0 

Intensity* 
(visual) 

M 
M 
S 
WM 
S 

.SM 
SM 

VVW 
W 
VVW 
W 
VW 
W 
W 
W 

*Visual intensities are tabulated by using the following scale: 
VVS= very, very strong SM= strong moderate SW=s,trong weak W= weak 

VS= very stro~g M=moderate W= weak VW= very weak 
S- strong WM- weak moderate VW- very weakVVW- yer:;y" yerymak 

Ex:posure ·of sarnplesof Po207 on permanent.,.magnet spectrograph II, 

which records electrons .in the 10- to 280-kev energy range, yielded many 

electron lines. Those electron lines.which could be.matched to K and L 

edges are given in Table V. The relative intensities given are good only 

for comparison within this table. From this same exposure all additional 

lines.assignahle to p~207 are recorded in Table.VI. . This group contains 

the K/LAuger lines and the other linest4at cannot be fitted toK and L 

conversion shells.which yield a reasonableK/L ratio for some type of 

transition: .. All the transitions represented in this table by ~lectron 

lines are quite weak transitions when compared to the.high-energy gamma 

rays. This.makEstheir placement in~he decay scheme practically imposs~e; 

.The electron spectrum was extensively investigated in two variable

field spectrometers. Small point sources of mass-free polonium were run 

on the magnetic-lens spectrometer. The intensity data are summarized in 

Table VII. Thelimi ts of error in energy are much greater than those 

-, 
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whic~ havealreadybeenpresentedfromper:inanent-m~gnetmeasurements • 

. Theseda-c.a are useful :for relative intensities of K.conve:rsionlines 

,andK/L ratios. 

Table .V 

Low-energycontfrersion electron lines of p6207 observed 
in 90-gausspermanent-magnet spectrog:raphs 

:Electron energy Conversion shell 
{kev 2 
33.4 K 

107.8 LI 
108.3 LII 

.110·3 .L
ITI 

44.8 LII 
46.9 LIn 

159·2 K 

119·1 LI 
.119.6 L 

II 
121.6 LIII 
132.1 K 

76.1 K 

150.1 LT 
150,.B ·LII 
152·7 LIII('l) 
161.5 LI 

.162.3 ~n 
164.5 . LIlI 
180·7 K 

217·2 Ln 
254,7 K(L of 271) 

Photon energy Intellsity* 
{key) 

123·9W 

124.2 124 .O±O. 3,sM 

124.0 VW 

123.7 S 

60,. 5 60 . 5±0 . 2 M 

60.4M 

.. 249.7 WM 

135·5·W 

.135.5 ·135·5±0.3.WS 

.135·5W 

222.6 W 

166.6 SW 

166.5 ,166.5±0.3 ,M 

166.5VW 

.166.1 M 

177·9W 

178.0 178.0±0.3 W 

177·9VW 

2~lJ2 WM 

.233 VW 

345.2 W 

*Visual intensities are tabulatedby usir:lg thefo11owir:lgscale: 

VVS= 'yery, . very strong 
VB= very strong 
.S= strong 

SM=strongmoderate 
M= .. madera te 

WM=weak moderate 

SW=strong.weakW=.weak 
. W= . weak VW= very weak 

VW= very weak VVW=very, very weak 
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Table VI 

Unassigned conversion electrons of p6207 observed 
in 90-gauss permanent-magnet f?pectrograph 

Electron energy Intensity Electron energy rntensity (visual)* 
(kev) {Visual~ (k~v) 

22.2 W .62.9 WM 
39·2' W 63.5 :SW 
43.8 M 65.4 SW 
49·5 M 67·5 .W 
50·7 W 73.2 W 
53.6 W 73.8 ·W 
53·9 W 74.5 M 
56.1 VW 121.6 W 
57.2 v.w 130.7 VW 
58.2 M 131.0 VW 
58·7 W 141.0 VW 
59·1 W 143.7 VW 
.6i.2 WM 

Table .VII 
... ... ... 207 

Conversion electroh data for Po from 
rnagnetic-lens.spectrometer experiments. 

Electron Conversion Gamma':'ray Intensity** K/L ratio 
energy shell energy 

(kev) (kev) 

256 K 345 ± 5 29 ± 6 6 ± 1 
331 L 5 
316 K 407 ± 5 100 ± 20 6.2 ± 1 
393 L 16 ± 3 
538 K 629 ± 7 
~55 K 54 ± 10 5·7 ± 1 
732 L 746 ± 10 9·5 
833 K 924 ± 1.2 2.2 
904 K 995 ± 12 41 ± 8 4.7 ± 1 
981 L 8.7 

1062 K 1153 ± 15 1.2 ",4 ± 1 
1134 L 0.3 

*Visual intensities.are .tabulated by using the follqwing scale: 

VVS= very, very strong 
VS= very strong 

S= strong 

SM= strongly moderate 
M= moderate 

WM=.weakmoderate 

SW=strong weak W= weak 
W=weakVW= very wEak. 

. VW = very weak VVW = very, very weak .# 

Limits of error on theintensities.are ±2CJl/o or less. The com

plete electron spectrum that was observed is shown in Figs. 3a, 3b, and 

3c. The spectrum was followed over a 15-hr period and all peaks shown 

except those.marked as "not in po207 .. decayed with the correct half life. 

** Intensities relative to 407-kev K-convers1on .line .arbitrarily taken 
as 100 .• 
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Fig. 3a. Electron spectrum of Po as observed on the magnetic-

lens spectrometer -- 150- to 350-kev region. 
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The resolution obtained in these runs was 'lui te low (4%). and 

consequently the L-shell conversion electrons of the 629- and 924-kev 

transitions, which would be expected in very low intensity, were not 

resolvable from the low-energy tailing of theK-conversion electrons 

of the 743-·and992-kev gamma rays. Also, since no observable electron 

peak is evident in the 400 to 420 key regiow, the gamma-ray at 5l0·kev 

is most likely due to annihilation radiation. The remainder of the 

transitions derived from these data are those which were previously 
, ~ 

observed. 

A third analysis of the electron spectrum was made on the dou

ble-focusing variable-field spectrometer. A .resolution of 0.15% .is ob

tainable under idealcondi tions, but on Po 207 runs the best .resolution 

obtained was 0.3~. The conversion electron spectrum observed was 'luite 

oomplex up to approximately 350 k~v. It was impossible to determine 

intensities for the weaker lines, so they were omitted in the summary. 

The.prominent.electron lines below 350 kevare recorded in Table VIII. 

The shell assignments are tentative for most of theelectr9nlines. The 

energies of the observed electron lines agree wi th the electronl,ines on 

permanent.magnet studies. The 'intensities are.all relative to the K 

shell conversion electrons of. the 405.5-kev transition, which was taken 

as 100 units. 
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. Table .VIII 

Conversion electronda ta for Po 207 from double-focusing 'spe.ctr()weter 

Electron energy .Cogversionsh~ll Intensity Photon energy 
{kev) (kev) 

44.8 LnI 9·5 60.5 ±0.2 . 
47.0 .. L

nI 9 
74·5 K 31 .166 ±0.5 

.. 108 LI 9 

109 LII 5 .124 ± 0,04 

110 LnI 25 

. 133 K 45 . .223 ± 0·7 

142 K .-- 24 233 ± Q·7 

150 LI or ~II 25 

152 LIn .45 

... 156 K 78 250 ± 0.8 

181 L 
I 7 223± 0·7 

217 .LI . 41 233 ± 0.7 

K
307 307. ±0·9 

.230 .~ 3 .233 to. 7 

.239 k 14 329 ± 1.0 

246 MI 7 250 ± 0.8 

255 K 93 345 ± 1..0 

290 LI 9 307 ± 0.9 

315 ~n 77 405 ± .1.2 

.·327 . Ln 23 345 ± 1.0 

341 .~ 8 345 ± 1.0 

87 .K -- 26 178.0 ± 0.5 

.120 .L
II 29 135.6 ± 0.4 

'\ 
122 LII 13 135.6 ± 0.4 

The high-energy region was alsO scanned, and conversion lines. 

from only the 992-, 743.." and 405-kev transitioIlswere observed. addi

.,.tionalintensity data were, however; obtained both onrelativeK-line 

intensities and on K/L ,ratios~ These results.are tabu;Lated in Table IX. 
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Multipolarity Assignments to Transitions 

The next thing to consider in further establishing the decay 

scheme is the intensity data and multipolarityassignments,for the transi

tions., The XjL ratios tabula ted in Tables VII and IX are not enough to 

establish the,multipole.order of the transitions without additionai data, 

but they can be .used to eliminate many of the less likely cases; i.e., 

they eliminateM2, M3, M4, M5, E3,E4, and E5. For the405-kevtransi

tion. theKjL ratio is 6.1± 1. Only pure Ml, El, or Mlplus a small 

admixture of E2 radiation.can have such a highKjL ratio. For the 743-

key gamma ray theKjL ratio is 4.6 ± 1, and the same cases as before 

must be considered here. In both these cases all other types and allowed 

mixtures of types .of transitions would be outside the experimental, error .. 

For 'the '992-kev transi,tion the ratio is 5.4 ± 1, which ;allows, within the 

eXperimental error El, E2, Ml, M2, or Ml + E2mixtures, with some pos

sibilityof M3.For these thtee,transitions.consideration of experimen

tally derived conversion coeffici~nts eliniiIlates,many of the possible 

assignments. In order to ,calculate a derived conversion .coefficie'ntwren 

the.absolute number of electrons.and photons for the. transitions is not 

known, one has to first determine themultipole order assignment for one 

transition for which there are both gamma and electron intensity data. 

,The correct theoretical conversion coefficient can then be used to re

late the gamma and electron intensity data, and all the remaining infor-. 

mation on the other transitions can be nor,malized to this transition's 

electron and gamma intensity. The other conversion coefficients·canbe 

determined from these related experimental results, and they depend only 

on theoneassump;tion concerning.multipolarity. It appears ,from the data 

that the405-kevgamma ray is the easiest and ~ost plausible for the 

assumed.assignment. The 'KjL ratio indicates that it has the leastnum

be,r of possible assignments. The amount of E2 conversion can be set as 

ver:;- low by two ·different considerations. First, the high KjLratio ru1;s 

out very much admixture of E2, si,nce. this type of transition has a very 

low KjL ratio (",2.2) .at this energy. ·Second, avery low limit can be 

set, since neither LII nor LIII cC!mversionlines . were visible on perma

nent-magnet spectrograph exposures when the LI line was quite intense. 

The relative intensity of conversiqn in the various shells andtheKjL 

ratio.are not sufficient for distinguishing between Eland Ml. About 

. ~ 
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the only method that can be used to distinguish b~tween these types_is 

to calculate the-experimental conversion coefficients for both ,and de

termine which gives the best fit to the data. This ,was-done, and the 

Elcase did ,not give suitable results. ,Therefore, with the 405-kev gmrrr:a 

ray considered as an Ml transition and with 2.78 x 10 ... 1 as _the theoret

ical K-conversion coefficient from Rose's tables,26 theK conversion of 

the 992-and 743-kev gamma-rays_can be calculated. The results of such 

a calfulation are shown in Table XL, The gamma-ray intensity in Column 

3 is the intensity relative to the_most intense peak in the spectrum 

(992 kev). The intensities inColumn5~are -normalized to the 405-kev 

photon intensity, which was calculated by l.lsing the electron intensity 

of the K-conversion line and the theoretical K conversion coefficient. 

,The experimental coefficients were calculated bY,dividing Column 2 by 

Column 5. For the 992-kev gamma ray the conversion coefficient comes 

within the experimental error of an Ml. An upper limit of approximately 

510 of the photon intensity can beset for the amount of E2 conversion 

in the,992-kevtransition. The 743-kev tritnsition also is predominantly 

of Ml'character, withan'upper limit of-loojo photon intensity for E2 con

version admixture. The three transitions considered are all predomi

nantlyMl transitions_within the limits -of experimental error, and re-

asonably low limits _ of E2 ,adl!lixture -riJay be set 0 - Inaddi tion to the a~ve 

multipoleorder assignments, a number of tentative assignments may be 

,made-on some of the less intense transitions. From their characteristic 

Lland_~ conversidns, the gamma rays of-250, 345, 223, and 307 kev can 

be-assigned asMl transitions. 

Table 'XI 

Derived Kconversion coefficients of certainPo207 transitions 

Gamma-ray Intensity Derived Gamma-ray Theoretical 
energy K Electron Gamma converston intensity conversion 

(kev) coefficient (corrected) coefficient 
K shell 

992 40 100 2 -1 +'0 5' 10-2 
1870 Ml = 2.6 x 10 .. 2 

. -~' _ . :-x .. , , ' 
. -2 E2 6.3 -x 10-3 

743 48 73 3·5 ± 0·5 xlO 1370 Ml 5·5 x 10 ... 2 
-2 , E2 1.1 x 10 -1 

405 113 _22 405 ,Ml 2.78 xlO 
(calculated) 
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The only other possibility isEl, and it seems rather doubtful because 

this.would make the gamma rays more intense by a factor of at least 10, 

and if they were that intense they should have .. been observed in the gam

ma spectrum. The.60-kev gamma ray can be very definitely assigned as 

an E2 transition on the basis of the .equal conversion in the LII and 

LIII shell. ,This is very characteristic of a low-energy E2 transition. 

Asa further check on themul tipo.lari ty assignmen~s, a search 

was made for delayed transitions with half lives in the region of 10~7 
to 10-9 second •. Thiswas·done by gating a delayed fast-coincidence cir-

" . . 207 
cui t . on the K x-rays and ob.serving the. remainder of the Po gamma 

spectrum that was in coincidence. wi th the x-rays. . Then when artificial 

. delays were introduced into. the circuits, the counting.rate of the peaks 

decreased.. A plot of this decreasing couIlting rate versus the delay 

time gives a delay curve. If the transition does not ha-ye a lifetime 

within the region of measurement, the limiting curve can be used to set 

a limit on the lifetime of the state. A lifetime limit was set for the 

D92-kev gamma ray at <4 xio-9 sec for the 743-kev gamma ray at <5 x 10-9 

sec, and for the 405-kev garn:rna ray at <5 x 10-9 sec. The fact that the 

transitions are very fast and that their lifetimes are not measurable 

is expected. Since P0207 is so close to a .. closed shell, the transition 

is most·likely a single-particle transition, and the Weisskopf formula 

for single-particle transition predicts avery short mean life. This 

applies only to Ml, El, and E2 transitions, for any higher-multipolarity 

transition might have measurable half lives. The lifetime limits, there

fore, eliminate these higher-multipolarity types from consideration as 

possibilities for the 992-, 743"'", and 405~kev transitions~ 

Identification of Positron Decay inPolonium~207 

A special experiment was carried out to determine.whether the 

510-kev gamma radiation observed in the gamma spectrum could be identi

fied as annihilation radiation, and -- if so --to determine the.amount 

of positron branching. Thiswas·done by taking advantage of the fact 

that the two.annihilation.radiations (511-kev photons) are emitted at 

80. 
10 to each other. Coincidencemeasur'ements .. weremade on annihilation 

radiations at 1800 , with approximately 20% geometry in the detectors, 

and then changing the angle to 900 with.the .same geometry; a sharp 

change in coincidence counting rate should indicate that annihilation 

• ;1It_ 



radiation ispre1?enL .' Thif?W8:s d;~ne}. an.d. the ;co~rrtingr~te. drcrpped.from 

,a counting .rate ·of . approximately 50 counts/min for the 1800 .arrangement 

. to . approximately zero.a t .' (fj)Q~ 0 .To measure. the amount of positron branch

. ing) coincidence .measurements . were .made on' a purified sample of Po207 

at.approximately 50{0geometry for each crystal detector 0 A very narrow 

gate had~een set by calibrating the instrument on the511-kev gamma ray 

(arinihilationraq.iation) of Na22 
0 The .actual coincidences measured. give 

.the.am0unt of contribution from annihilation radiation ofP0207 to .that 

small portion (-500 kev to 520 key) .of thetotalgamw~spectrumo This 

.amount} when corrected for counting efficiency and compared to the in-' 

tensity of the 992-kev garmna ray --which is present inlOo{o abundance , 
-- gives the amount of.positron branching. On this Oasis} the positron 

. branching is calculated to be 0.2P/o} with a possible error in determi

n.a tion of 5gfo .• 

The observation of positrons in polonium is.of great interest} 

since they have not been previously reported aboyemercury except for a 
. 11 "t b . h" "N 234 26 Th 1 t t very sma .POSl ron ranc lng In<lP. . e e ec ron-cap ureprocess 

becomes q.omin.antover the positron processas.theatomic number. of the 

nuclide increases.· The positron .decay process follows. the same selec

tion rules as beta decay except.thata minimum of. 1.02 Mev energy is 
207 . 

·.required. InPo } as. is shown in the next section} the decay energy 

available is about 3 Mev, ". The decay of Po207 to the flrstexci ted state 

of Bi207 would bean "allowed" process} and approximately 2 Mev would . . 

be.avail,able for the decay~ A further study aimed at direct observation 

of the positron spectrum will be necessary before.their existance in 

po207 'decay can be confirmed. 

Electron~Capture'Decay Energy 
. . 207 1 The decay scheme -presented fqr Po requires an e ectron",capture 

decay energy of at least 2,8 Mevo This decay energy can be calculated 

by using a method of closed-energy cycles. This method is based on the 
• ~:.J." 

principle that the energy difference between two isotopes is the same 

by any path between themo. Two .paths form a closed de cayener gy cycle 

.between the two isotopes 0 There are several different types of closed 
. 207 

energy cycleso .For Po the.best estimate ofthe.electron-capture 
/ 

·decay energy can be.madeby using the neutron and proton binding energies 
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in a .closedcycle .. The geIleral case.using this.method) and the cycle 

specifically for.p0 207 a;eshowninFig. 5R . There are two paths through 

which the electron~capture decay energy can be estimated by use of this 

cycle. If the neutron ,and proton binding energies of ~,are known or 

,can be estimated) the electron-capture decay energy- for ~-l is.given by 

E ~ - (n-p) p (z--) 

A simiJ,ar path giving thesa,me·decay energy requires ,a knowledge of the 

neutron and proton binding energies of (Z-l )A-l and ~-l) respEfcti vely . 

Again) 

E 
n [( Z_l/-l ] (n-p) • 

If the neutronand.proton binding energies have been calculated 

or estimated correctly) the.electron-capture decay energy will be the 

sa,mefor both paths. Tl1emass ,difference ,between the neutron and the 

proton (n-p) is.equalto 0.78.Mev. The cycles involving the electron 

capture of. P0
207 and Bi207 require a knowledge of the binding energies 

'f th 1 d" 208 . P 207 d o ,e ast neutron an proton of Po) the' last neutron ln, 0 ) an 

the last proton in Bi 207. The neutron and proton binding energies of 

p0208andBi207) respectively).have been calculated through their use 

in other cycles. The neutron binding energy of p0208 and the proton 

binding energy of P0207 must be eS~imated by extrapolation of the data 

of Glass.et al~27 The values used for the calculation are: 

Neutron binding energies: 
206-207 Bi 8.07 Mev (calculated) 

po207-208 8.5 ± 0.3 .Mev (estimated); 

Proton binding energies: 

Bi207-208 5.03 Mev (calculated) 

Bi206-207= 4.45 ± 0.5 Mev (estimated). 

The neutron binding energy cycle.used for estimation 

electron-capture decay energy, is.shown in Fig. 5· The value 

electron. decay energy is calculEi. ted .as 2.80 ± 0.45 Mev; this 

of the 

of the 

.is close 

to or greater than the decay energy required by the decay scheme. Many 

gamma transitions are) however) unassignable.in the scheme; so thedecay 

energy 'is probably somewhat higher than is proposed .. 

-" 
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Decay Scheme and Discussion 

The decay scheme can now be further considered with .respect to 

population of excited states by electron capture. Using the multipolar

.ity·assignmentsand intensity data) we can find the total intensity of 

each transition by summing the gamma and electron intensities for. each 

transition" Analysis of this information gives a reasonable estimate 

of the amount of electron capture proceeding to each excited state. 

Fig. 6 shows the results for the more intense transitions. A few per

cent of thePo207 electron-capture decay goestosome.additional levels 

that must be present to explain the unassigned transitions. ,The largest 

part of the decay must proceed as shown. 

This .. figure also· shows the population to each of the excited 

states and the corresponding log (ft) values for each transition. Log 

ft values of around 6 are usually termed as "allowed II and are those ex

pected fora short half life. The data given above all correlate quite 

satisfactorily. for the.main paths of electron-capture decay of p()207. 

There are many more t~ansitions and levels that should be placed in a 

complete decay scheme but have been omitted here . 

. In discussing the consistency of the data and the spin assign

ments) we must first estimate the ground-state spin and parity of the 

two nuclei, Po207 and the daughter nucleus Bi207 . A reasonable esti

mate as to the ground-state spin of Po207 canbe.made from consideration 

of its odd particle. Po207 is three neutrons and two protons removed 

from the double closed shell. The twoprc5tons.and two of the neutrons 

each pair off) with a resultant angular momentum of zero. Therefore 

the spin of the isotope is the spin of the remaining odd neutron. This 

odd neutron is the same one as is in the ground state of Pb205 ) and it 

is a f5/ 2 level) which would give P0207 a 5/2 spin ancl odd pa;ity. 

Bi207 in ground state is composed of an odd proton and two neutrons 

beyond the closed shells. The spin here ·also is the spin of the odd 

particle. The odd proton in Bi207 is.in 

ton in Bi209 , and it has Qeen determined 

the same level as the odd pro-
. .209 47 

to bean h9/2 level lnBl . 

So Bi207 should have a 9/2 spin and odd parity; With 5/2- and 9/2- as 

the spins and parities of the two ground states) an~electron-capture 

decay t~tween these two sta teswould have a [/),. I = 2) No] beta deca:y , 

" . 
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207 
Po 5.7 hr. 
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Fig. 6. Suggested electron -capture decay scheme for Po207. 
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This isa second forbidden case and would have a half life tpat is too 

.long for a 5.7-hr decay. Therefore, there would be no~electron capture 

·directly to the ground state.of Bi207 . 

. The spin of the .firste:l{:cited state should correspond to the 

first level.available by prqmotionof the odd proton. Not too much is 

.known concerning the order of.the odd proton levels above the 82-proton 

closed.shell. Inelastic neutron-scattering expertffients, however, have 

shown that the first excited state in Bi209 is.a 7/~state, and it.ap-

8 ·28 pearsat 95 ± 25kev. ·This·levelagrees qualitatively with an as-

signment of 7/2-f6r the·991-kev first excited state of p0207. This 

spin assignment and a.multipolarity assignmen,t of Ml for the 991-kev 

transition are also in agreement .. This .makes electron capture ·to this 

level a [~ I=± 1, NoJ process, which is· "allowed". in terInsof beta 

systematics. 29 Such a process is fast and agrees.with the short meas

ured half life of po207 , therefore·direct capture to this· level must 

take place. 

The second excited state is at 1735 kev,and decays only to the 

first excited state. The inelastic neutron-scattering data on Bi209 

show a level ,at 1560 ± 35 kev; but it depopulates directly to the .ground 

state, so that it must not be the same level~31 With nO.other informa

tion available concerning the excited levels of an h9/2 proton, the 

spin for the second· state is. rather difficult to assign. A spin of 5/2-

agrees.the best with the experimental information. A state of this 

spin should depopulate only to the 7/2-level and should receive a large 

proportion of the direct electron capture. Reference to Fig. 7 shows 

that the state does both of these, so 5/2- may be taken.asa tentative 

spin and parity assignment.for the second excited state. Such a state 

is probably the second level of promoti~n of the odd proton. 

It is very difficult to say much more about the remaining ex

cited states. The fact that there are so many excited states in the 

1.8-to":2.8-Mev region indicated that they. must not be due to only the 

odd-proton promotion .. They may arise from the promotion of the neutron 

pair to a higher energy state,orthepromotion of one of the neutrons 

out of the pair . Ei,ther of these 'cases. would then give rise to . numerous 

• additional levels. 
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The explanation of the complex level structure,above 1.7 Mev, 

which cannot be explained by the siIlgle-particle_model,may be quali-
. - 4 

. ta ti vely explained by the work of Pryce ~ Pryce considered in .detail 

the isotope that is two Ileutron holes in the-126-neutron shell. This 

. isotope has. the same neutron configuration asBi 207 , . the product nu-
207 . (.) ~2 

cleus pfPo electron-capture decay. He predicted a p 1/2 J.= 6 
configuration for the ground state of Pb206 The configuration with the 

. . ~2 ~2 

next lowest energy was.a (Pl/2 f 5/2 ) J-2 state with a (Pl/2 f 5/ 2 ) 

J = 3 state the next higher in energy. The energy separation between 

the J =0 .andJ = 2 states_was 808 kev. ·If one assumes that there is 

-no interaction between the proton and a single neutron and that all the 

interaction takes place between the proton and the neutron pair, it 

would then follow that these same neutron configurations should influ

ence.the levels_in Bi207 . 

On the basis of this assumption concerning interaction between 

particles, the-levels expected in Bi207 can be qualitatively outlined. 
~207 ~2 (. 1 

The ground state forBl would bea (Pl/2) J= 0 and a ,h
9

/ 2 ) 

J = 9 /2 configuration coupled together 0 These two states can be coupled 

only to give-a resultant 9/2 spin for the ground state. The first ex

cited state from energy considerations is.most likely a (Pl/2)-2 J = 0 

and an (h9/2)lJ = 7/2 configuration with a resultant 7/2 spin. The 
-2 ()l next levels probably arise from a (Pl/Zf

5
/ Z) J = 2 and an h9/2 

J = 7/2 configuration. This configuration would give rise to-ll/2, 9/2 , 

7/2, 5/2,.and 3/2 states, which would be separated in energy owing to 

interaction between particles.; The next group of states·would be from 
·2 1 1 

the (Pl/2 f 5/ 2)-J = 3 ,and either an (h9 / 2 ) J = 7/2 or a~ (h9/ 2 ) 

J ;::: 5/2 configuration. These two states would also give rise to many 

additional leyels with half integral spin values between 13/2 and 1/2 

and 11/2 and .1/2, respectively;' As one contitlUes to ,higher-energy neu

~ron configuratioIls, the number of levelsavailabie becomes increasingly 

greater. 

It is -not possible to determine where each of the above energy 

levels ,would be expected, since the details of the interaction between 

the neutrons_and proton are not known sufficiently for calculation of 

energies. However, the fact that the model does predict a large number 

... 
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of . levels that probably lieabQve ,1. 7 Mev, arid also gives a .. reasonable 

explanation for the. first excited statemakes.the.modelquiteplausible~ 

The short outline given here does not attempt to answer questions con

cerning the population and de-excitation 6f thenumerous.levels predi

cted.It does, however, show a possible method of more completely ex

plainin,g the level structure of Bi207 t)1an is.available with the strict 

single-parttcle model. 

B. Polonium-,2q6 

Po206 was first identified by Templeton et al. in the high-

. energy bombardment of bismuth metal wi th protons and by bombarding lead 

enriched in lower-mass , stable .isotopeswith helium ions. 22 They re

ported a 9-day half life with 9C!fo electron capture andlC!fo alpha decay. 

The energy of thea.lpha particle.was determined to be 5.2 Mev. 23 An 

o .8-Mev gamma ray was observed in the.electron.-capture decay by adsorp

tion measurements. Further work by Kelly et ala determined the branch

ing as96P/a electron capture and 4,% alpha decay~30.Rosenblum investi

gated the alpha decay with analpha<"particle I?pectrograph and reported 

a 5.218-Mev group of 96P/a intensity going to. the ground stateand.a 410 
31 group of 5.064 Mev going to an excited state. No.workhas beenpub~ 

lished concerning the gamma rays or conversion electrons in the electron

capture decay . 

Alpha Spectrum of Polonium-206 
. 206 

When a complete study of.Po was started, it appeared that the 

alpha decay should be.re-examined. This was determined from the fact 

that when one plots the energies of the first excited state versus the 

mass numbers for even-even nuclides, the first excitedptates for the 
. . . 208 206 204202 .. lead lsotopes (Pb ,.., , ) should. be very hlgh because of the 

82-proton closed shell. . The·first excited state for Pb204 from experi

mental work on the. isomer shows this state to beat 890 kev .. ,· Since the 

.curves of this. type are regular I;l.hd decrease in energy as.one.moves 

a~ from the126-neutron closed shell, the first excited state for Pb20~ 
206 . 

which is the daughter of Po alpha decay, should come between 500 and 

700 kev. ,The 156-kev value determined by Rosenblum seems very unreason

·able. For this.reason, a detailed examination;of the alpha decay of 

Po2~6 was undertaken. 



The Po
206 

for this ,series of experiments ,was obtained by "milk-
210 

ing" it from Em. . , which was produced by high-energy, proton spallation 

of thorium metal in the 184-in. cyclotron. The emanation fraction was 

isolated by collectingi tina U-tube on a vacuum system at liquidniJtro

gen temperatures. ·The.sample collectetl was predominantly. Em.208 , Eni209 ., 
210 211212 '208209 212 . 

Em ,Em. ,andEm .Em ,Em. ,and Em. all have short half 

lives, sO,the.mixture was allowed to,decay several hours before further 
210 '211. purification, and all isotopes,except Em .andEm wlll have decayed. 

The Em
210 

and Erii211 
were transferred to a cleanU-tubeand the decay 

products .. collected .. E!ri210 decays by 9510 al,pha eI(lissionto 9-day po206 

210 . 210 ' 
and 5% electron capture to At . The·At decays almost entirely by 

electron ca,pture,to the 138_daypo210 • Eni211 decaysby 7510 electron 

capture.to At21l , which decays to Po211 and then to Bi207 . The 2510 alpha 

branching of. Em2l1 forms the 5.7_hrp6207 . Out of these decay products 
206 207 . 210 . 207 . only Po . , Po . ,Po and.Bl remaln after 

two polonium isotopes show alpha decay, and the 

several days. Only the 

alpha activity OfPo206 

is 15 times that of Po
210 

when branching ratio and half life are taken 
206.· 210 into consideration..This Po .!.f'o mixture was prepared for analysis 

on the alpha-par.ticle spectrograph both by plating on a 10-mil silver 

wire and by vacuum sublimation. 

The first sample was plated on a silver wire and contained 7.5 x 

105 alpha disintegrations/min of Po206 •. This sample was exposed for 2 

days in the alpha-particle spectrograph. The resolution of the alpha 

peak was not good, owing to sample thickness, and the tailing on the low

energy side made it difficult to·look for low-intensity alpha groups. 

Only one alpha group was observed, corresponding to. the 5.218-Mev ground

state transition as seen by Rosenblum. ·However, owing to. the large amount 

of tailing, a limit of only ?ffo could be set on the presence of alpha 

. fine. structure. 

The vaporized sample contained about 10
6 

alpha disintegrations 

per min. ·Since the Em
208 

had not completely decayed out before.purifi

cation, there was a small amount of po208 present in the sample. Po208 

has an alpha group at 5.108 Mev which, if present to a large extent com

pared with po
206

, might interfere in the search for the previously re-
206 ported 5.064-Mev group of Po . The first e:lCposureof this sample for 
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2 days-did show the main po206 peak and a group that was_probably po2~8 
.' -~ 64 Even though Po was_present, no alpha group was_seen I3.t5.0 Mev in 

an abundance greater than 1% . A secqnd 9 -day exposure with this sample 

confirmed the assignment of the second group to po208 , and allowed. a 

better limit of 0.5% to bei_set on the second po206 group at 5.064 Mev. 

The alpha spectrum observed in the second run is shown in Fig. 7. 

. Stephens, doing alpha-gamma-·ray coincidences on po206, . sets. a 

limit of 1.7 x 10=4 phqtons_per alpha for the presence of gamma radia

tion in the 100-to-300-kev range below the main .alpha group.36 Thus, 

it seems probable from the .alph~ spectrum and alpha-§amma-ray coinci-
. ·206 

dence data just presented that the previously reported 4% group in Po 

alpha decay does not exist, and that the first excited state of Pb
202 

is not at 156 kev above the ground state. 

The sample containing bothPo208 andPo
206 

allowed.a convenient. 

check of the absolute: energy of the po206 alpha group •. With the 5.108-
208 Mev group of Poasa standard, the two runs _gave 5.216 and 5.219 Mev 

206 . 
for the Po a;Lpha-part~cle energy, which is . in good agreement wi th 

Rosenblumus value .of 5b218Mev . 

. Gamma Spectrometer Measurements of Polonium-206 

A study of the electron capture of Po206 to the excited states 

of Bi206 has been carried out. Several gamma rays were observed in the 

po206 decay on the scintillation spectrometer. The.spectrum as observed 

is shown in Fig. 8 •. The intensities of thegam~ rays_were determined 

from several runs, and they are recorded. in Table XII. 'They are related 

to. the 511-522-kev photopeak, which has. been arbitrarily set at 100 mits . 

. The intensities .. after . correction for Counting efficiency are gcodto ± 2Cf'/o. 

·Tab1e XII 

Relative intensities Qfgamma 

Gamma-ray energy (kev) 

1031 
807 

511-522 
338 
286 

Conversion Electrons of.Polonium~206 

.206 
rays of Po 

Intensi ty (rela ti ve) 

84 ±16 
57 ± 11 

100. ± .20 
41 ± 8 
35 ± 7 

The conversion electrons from po206 decay have been investigated 
by use of the permanent-magnet spectrographs. The numerous electron 
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lines tbatwere.observed, and their ass igmerrts , are.su:rmnari:z;ed :in'r8.bleXIII. 

TahleXIII 

Electron lines _ and assignrn~nts fro~permangnt-magnet 
. spectrograph experlmentswlth Po20 

Electron energy COIlVersion shell InteIlsitY* Energy (gamma ray) 
(kev) 

1014.7 L VW 1031. . 1031± 3·0 
941.6 K M 1032 
792 L VVW 807 807 ± 2.4 
716 K .8M 807 
517 .. 5 M VW 522 

505.7 .L M ··522.1 522 ± 1.5 
494.5 ·L M 511.5 
431.4 K 8 522.1 
421.0 K V8 511.5 511.5 ± 1.5 - .334.0 338 ~. M 

321·5 LI .. 8 337·9 

294.7 .LJ: M 311.2 338.0 ± 0.3 

.285.1 N~ 
.I 

.W .. 286.0 

282.0 ~ M 286.0 311.0 ±0.3 

2p'9.7 LI V8 285.7 

247.8 K .. VV8 33803 
220·3 K V8 310.8 286.0 ± .0.3 

195·2 K VV8 286.0 

59·3 ·i'frr,III ... M 6000 

56.8 MIn 8 6000 60.0± 001 

56.2 MrI .8 5909 

46.5 _LIII vs 5909 

.44.3 LII V8 60.0 

372.6 K .. WM 463 463 ± 1.4 

381.5 K VW 472 472 ± 1.4 

890 K VW 980 980 ± 300 
*Visual intensities are tabula ted by the -following scale; 

.VV8=very, very strong 8M=stroIlg.moderl3.te-8W= strong weak W= weak 
V8=very strongM=moderateW=weakVW=.very~weak 

8= strong 'WM= weakmoderateVW= very. weak VVW= very,veryweak 



The possibility that some of these lines might-be dueto_Bi206 

daUghter-activity:_ or po207 contamination in the sample was __ checked by 

comparison with plates run wi thsources _of theseactivi ties. - Thoseel

ectronlines_whichwere only observed in the high-field perma.nant-magnet 

spectrographsp~II and p~ are limited to-O-30f0 energy resolution •. The 

-·lower-energy lines below 300 kev were observed .on other permanent-magnet 

spectrogra,phs _.where the resolution is 0 .~ofo. . The _ visual intensities given 

in Column. 3 in the table-are uncorrected for the efficiency of the film. 

In Table XIV all the additional electron lines are summarized that are 

definitely assignable_to po206 decay, but which cannot be definitely 

assigned toa transition, that may be placed in the tentative decay scheme. 

rable XIV 

UnaSSIgnedF.'o2D6 electron lines from perma:p.ent"'-magnet,experiments 

Electron energy Intensity* Electron. energy Intensity* 
(kev) (visual) (kev) (visual) 

80.0 VW 191.0 VW 

93.8 WM 193,,6 W 

107·8 VW 402.6 VW 

110·5 W 489 VW 

179·7 W 515 VW 

.180·7 VW 
*Visual intensities are tabulated by the.following scale: 

VV8=very, very strong 8M= strong moderate 8W= strong.weak W= weak 
V8= very strong M= moderate W= weak VW= very weak 

8= strong WM.= weak moderate VW = very weakVVW = very,ver:y weak 

The intensities of the electron lines were determined by ana

lyzing the electron spectrum by use ·of the double-focusing beta-ray 

spectrometer. The samplewas.runat O.J'/a resolution, and it is shown 
\ 

in Fig. 9. The intensity data are summarized in Table J:II. All the in-
( 

tensi ties are relati ve.to the -K conversion lines of the 286-kev transi-

tion. _ For most of the . transitions only K conversion lines were . observed, 

but K/L ratios' were determined fo'r those transitions where both lines 

-were seen. These intensities are believed to.beaccurate to within ± 

1CY/o. 

''i 
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Hp (proportional to energy) 
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. 206 
Fig. 9. Electron spectrum of Po as observed on the double-

focusing beta-ray spectrometer. 



Table XV 
206 

Po" electronlinesandintensi ties from double-focusing 
beta-ray spectrometer 

Electron energy Shell assignment . Energy.,; 1ntensityK/L 
ratio (kev) (gamma ray) 

44.3 L11 60 

46.5 L111 60 

56.4 ~J:J1II 60 

59·3 N11J11-I 60 

195 K 286 10 ± 10 5.4 ± 0·5 

270 L 18 ± 2 

220 ~K 311 14 ± 1.4 5·0 ± 0··5 

.248 K ~.8 ± 0·3 

321 L 338 49 ± 4·9 

421 K 511 19 ± 1.9 

431 K 522 10 ± 1 

716 K 807 5.7 ±0.6 

941 K .1031 302 ±0.4 

S 1 f ·p.206 1 th t· 1 t amp es 0 . 0 "were a so run on .. e .magne J..C- ens spec ro-

meter in ordertodetermineK/L ratio.for the high-energy transitions. 

This beta-ray spectrometer has .only 310 resolution J but .canbe.very use

fulwhen the transitions.arespacedso that conversion lines do not over"" 

lapJsinceit has quite high transmission (110) •. The results .found by 

using this instrument are summarized in Table XVI. K/L.ratios have been 

determined for the 807-and 1031-kev transitions and,for the combined 

·511-522-kevtransitions. AlsotheK conversion line for the 980-kev 

transitionJ,which was previously indicated in permanent~magnet experi'

ments J was observed. A portion of, the electron spectrum .is ,shown in 

, Fig. ·10. 

',. 
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Fig. 10. High-energy electron spectrum of Po206 as observed on 
the magnetic -lens spectrometer "- - 700 - .to 1100 -kev region. 
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Table XVI 

Po 
206 ,intensity data from magnetic-lens spectrometer experiments 

Electron energy shell Gamma-ray Intensity K/L ratio 
(kev) assignment energy 

940 K 1031 100 ± 20 6.5 ± O.S 

1015 L 16 ± 4 

890 ,K 980 4 ± 1 

715 K lS5 ± 37 4 .• 3 ± 0·3 

790 L S07 44 ± 9 

416 K 511-522 1000 ± 200 5·0 ± 0·5 

500 L 200 ± 40 

Multipole Order Assignments 

In any attempt to establish a tentative electron-capture decay 
206 scheme for Po ) the multipole orders of the transitions would be very 

helpful. For many of the transitions the number of possiblemultipole 

order assignments may be reduced to only a few by investigating the L

shell conversion pattern and the K/L ratios. The 26-) 311-) and 33S-kev 

transitions show prominent L
I

, ~) and NI conversion lines) which indi

cate that these transitions are predominantly Ml or El. A low limit may 

be set on the amount of admixture of any other multipole order that has 

large LII or LrII conver~ion) since neither of these lines was observed 

in permanent-magnet exposures. For the 511- and 522-kev transitions L 

conversion electrons were observed) but owing to.the resolution (0.3%) 
they could not be definitely assigned to a specific subshell. The 807 

and the 1031 kev transition conversion in the L subshell was observed) 

but the energy resolution limited any further detailed assignment., K/L 

ratios for the 286- and 338-kev transitions agree with Ml or El assign

ments and rule-out all other possibilities. For the 511-and 522-kev 

transitions anly a combined K/L ratio was obtained) and this was 5.0 ± 

0.5. This value favors Mlor E2) but since twoK and two L lines are 

included that may be from entir~ly different transition types) this 

ratio is subject to a very large uncertainly in making a multipole order 

-assignment. The K/L ratio of 4.3 for the S07-kev transition makes an 

E2 the most favorable assignment. The K/L for the 1032-kev transition 

falls in a region where the K/L ratios converge) so that Ml) El) or 

Ml+ E2 mixture are all plausible assignments. 

•• 
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The K conversion coefficient for these transitions can. be used 

to distinguish bEitween the various .multipole orders. A derived K con

version coefficient can be calculated from the relative photort and con-. 

version electron intensities after they have been normalized. The 286-

kev transition was assigned as an Ml so that its.theoretical conversion 

coefficient could be used to relate the gamma-ray and electron intensit

ies. The derived K conversion coefficients for the remaining transitions 

have been calculated.andare recorded in Table XVII. The results .are 

quite conclusive for anMlassignment for the 338-kev transition and an 

E2 assignment for the 807-kev transition. The X conversion coefficient 

for the 1031 kev transition agrees with the theoretical value for anE2 . 

. For the511-522-kev transitions the combinedK-conversion coefficient 

falls between.that for a pure Mland a pure E2. ·So about ,all that may 

be concluded concerning the 511- and 522-kev transitions is that each· 

may be anything between a pure E2and a pure Ml or an Ml + E2 mixture. 

Table XVII 
'206 . 

Derived K conversion coefficients for Po transitions 

Gamma-ray Photon Electron 
energy 

(kev) 
intensity intensity 

( rela ti ve) ( r'ela ti ve ) 

Photon Derived 
intensityK-conversion 

(corrected) coefficient 
(assumed) 

Theoretical 
K-conversion 
coefficient 

286 35 100 200 5 xlO -1 

:n8 41 48 235 -1 .10-1 
2.l±0·5 x 10 Ml=2,8 x 

-2 
El=1. 7 x 10· ~ 

511 100 30 575 5·2±0·5 x lOm'2 Ml=9 x 10-2 
522 ... 2 

.E2=;2.4 x 10 

807 57. 5·7 328 1.7='70 .5 
... 2 

x 10 Ml= 

E2=.assumed 

1031 84 3·2 .480 6.2±0.5 xlO~'3 .Ml 

6 . -3 E2= x 10 

El=3.3 x 10 -3 

'rable XVIII summarizes all the .transitions observed in the dif

ferent eXlleriments and their most probable inultipole order assignments. 

All these transi tionsmay be placed ina tentative decay scheme except 

the 980-kevtransition. The proposed decay scheme and teDtative spin 
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assigr1,ID.ents to the ,e:x:cited stl:l,tes,are given in Fig. 11. The sums of the 

transitions by any p[:l,th between levels agree .wi th the experimental error 

of the energy determination . 

. Table XVIII 

Summary of transitions observed. in po206 decay 

Energy Assignment Energy 
(kev) (kev) 

1031 E2 463 

980 338 

807 E2 311 

511 Ml,E2, or 286 

522' (Ml+E2) 60 

472 

Gamma~gamma-RayCoincidence Measurements 

Assignment 

Ml 

Ml 

Ml 

E2 

Gamma-gamma-ray coincidence measurements ,were run to check the 
I 

arral1,gement of the transitions. Wheni!he.1031-kev transition was used 

.as the gating photo~, the low-energy gamma rays (286, 311, and 338) were 

observed to,be in coincidence with it. Also.a weak .coincidencewas de

tected with either the 511- or 522-kev transition. The 807-kev transit

ion.as the gating photon showed a very prominent511-522-kev coincidence 

peak, with some additional weak coincidences in the 286- ,311~ and 338-

key regions. The resolution of the scintillationspectrometr does not 

allow one to distinguish which of these three gamma rays is in coinci

dence, so the results cannot be.consideredconclusive aS,to gamma-ray 

placement in the decay scheme. However, the over-all results agree with 

the proposed decay scheme .except th[:l,t the intensity of the coincidence 

between the 1031- and 522-kev transitions is weak. 

ments,were made with ~a 2 x 10-6sec • resolving time. 

All these measure

Additional coinci-

dence .measurements ,were run with amu:ch .faster resolving time. By gating 

on theK x-rays a limit of less. than 2 x 10-9 sec for the half life of 

the.transitioncould beset for the 1031-, 807-,511-,338-,311-, and 

286-kev transitions. 

Discussion of Spin Assignments 

The spin assignments to the.various .e:x;cited states are very 

tentativeandwere.assigned by intensity cOllsiderations. 

•• 
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Proposed e1eCtron'-capturedecay scheme for Po . 



The ground-state spin 

even nuclide systematics .. The 
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f P 206 . . th . t b o 0 ·lS zerO.W1 even par1 y yeven-

ground-state spin of Bi206 has been tenta.:. 

tively assigned 6 by Alburger and Pryce,.with even parity by a detailed 

analysis of its.decay to excited. states of Pb
206

. 5 Inor<I-erto obtain 

electron capture to the higher excited. states, the spin chan'ge must be 
'- 206 . 

either [ 61 = .0, ± 1, No] between the state and the Po' ground state. 

Any spin challge greater than this can be ruled out. A I1second.forbiddenl1 

process [ f:::,I= 2, ± 3 No] .would require too long a half life to_fit this 

decay.29 A "first forbidden l1 process· [ f:::,I .= 0, ± 1, ±2, Yes] requires 

a parity change which is not plausible for this decay. This is because 

the transitiontypes.which allow parity changes were not observed in the 

experimental worko Since the spin change is either Oor 1 between the 

P0206 ground state and the Bi206 excited state, this excited state has 

to depopulate.to the ground state (6+) by a series of transitions to 

accomplish the spin change of either 5 or 6 if no spin changes larger 

than 2 are present. The decay scheme propo$ed.isone possibility that 

agrees with the experimental data o The spin assignments are rather rig

idly set if the ground-state $pinand themultipolarities of the gamma 

rays_are correct. One weakness appears in the population of the 1369-

kev level .. This state hasbeenassigned.a spin of.3+and therefore it 

cannot receive any direct electron capture. It must get its population 

from 9 kev E2 transition from the1378-kev level. This .requires that a 

9-kev E2 compete with the 60 key transition, . which is three .times more 

intense .. This is reasonable, but it is considered a weakness since no 

transition: of this low energy hasoeen observed. 

Estimation of Electron-Capture Decay Energy of Polonium-206 
206 

The electron-capture decay for Po has.been estimated by the 

proton, neutron binding-energy closed cyc~e. An explanation of this 

method was gi venin the discussion on p0207 in this disser,tation, and a 

detailed explanation in an article by Glass, Thompson, and Seaborg, which 

. constituted the original source. 27 The neutron and proton binding ener

gies required for this case were estimated by extrapolating binding~ 

Th b · d' f th 1 t t . "p 206 t . energy curves.. e 1n1ng energy or. e as pro on1n .0 .. was eS1-

mated to be 4.8 ± 0.3 Mev. The binding energy for the last neutron in 

Bi
206 

andPo20T werecalculated to be 8.2 ± 0.3 Mev and 7.2± 0.3 Mev, 

• 
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respecti ve],y. . Thesebin(iing energies gi yea value of 2.3 ±0.6 Mev for 
206 the electron-capture decay energy of Po . • . With this ,estimated decay 

energy it is possible to determine log (ft) values.for the electron

c~pture process.tothevariqus,excitedstates of Bi206 . Thelog.(ft) 

vi3,lues calcult3,tedare 7.5 for the decay to the 1839..,kev level, 7.9.to 

the1688-kev level~ and 7.3 to the 1377-kev level. These values are 

all high .forwhat.is usually considered. significant. The log (fi) value 

when compared . .withthe population. going to the same state shows the.ex~ 

pected relative value to.theother two electron-capture decays. So the 

complete decay scheme put f.orthagrees. qui te reasonably wi t,h the experi

mental data and ,the other information derived from them • 

. It is very difficult .to determine what configuFations give rise 

to. the.various excited states . that were observed. ,The ground state of 

Bi
206 

is ,an odd~odd nuclear type with an h9/2 .proton and an.f5/2 neutron 

hole in addi tionto a pair of Pl/2-
2 

neutron holes. . The odd proton and 

neutron will couple ,andgi ve ~the spinof the ground state" . which was 

considered to bea 6+ state .bypryceandAlburger. 5 The excited states 

,can arise from the promotion of.either.the proton or the neutron or both 

and the subsequent coupling into different resultant spins .. The number 

of levels that .canbe predicted in this.manner is ,very great. 
'210 ' 

It is interesting to note the alpha decay of At . when con-

sidering the excited levels of Bi206. At210 .decays to.Bi206 ~y three 

approximately equally intense alpha groups •. They populate excited 
206 states,82and.164 key above ,the ground sUl,te. In the study of the Po 

electron-capture decay no transitions of. these energies ,.were ob.served, 

and.it must be assumed that they are not populated to.a .very great ex"" 

tent. The explanationmust lieJ-n the fact that the h9/2 proton.and 

f9/2 neutron in the ground ,state can couple in several ways . to yield 

states of the samecDnfigurationwith different spin values ,which will 

be split by a small energy difference owing to interaction between parti-
210 . 

cles. The alpha decay ofAtw:ould be expected to populate all states 

of the same.configurationwhenone state,ispqpu:lated if the energy dif

ference is not.too great. Alpha decay is essentially spin-independent, 

and the partial alpha half life for each group 4epends on the amount of 
. 210 

decay energy ayailable. For At the groups are very close together in 
\ 
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energy,.so,thatequalabundance,f'or the three groups.isconsi$tent,with 

what is known concerning alpha decay. However , it ,is ,diff'icult to ~assume 

that .theselow-lying excited states are present and are not populated by 
206 

po decay, since,favored,transitions,can bepostulated.i'orany spin 

that an h
9

/ 2 andf'5/2 coupling .cangive .. 

This e~ample ·of' states that are present but not populated in 

po206 decay points ,out the great complexity that .is expected for Bi
206

. 

excited states. Each configuration should be a group of' close-lying 

. levels , tha tarise . from the coupling of' the. odd particles. ,These . levels , 

when superimposed on the excited levels of' the neutron pair, make the 

theoretical levels 0; Bi206 very complicated. 

c. Astatine-209 

The isotope At209 was f'irst identif'ied by Barton, Ghiorso, and 

Perlman, . who reported that it decayed predominantly by electron capture~9 
Theymeasured.thealpha emission to electron.capture branching ratio to 

be 0.05 and an alpha energy of' 5.65 Mev. A preliminary study of' the 

electron conversion lines given by Mihelich, Schardt, andSegr~ yielded 

transitions of' 83.8,91.1,195.0,545, and 784kev. 33 Theseelectrori 

lines were assigned to At209 On the basis of change in relative intensity 

of' known At210 _lines,as,theenergy of' the accelerated helium ions was 

varied to change the amount of' At209 to At210 present in the bismuth 

target. This ,is ,the extent of' the .previously published information on 

At209 decay. 

The study of' this isotopewas.undertaken with ,the hope ·of' com-' 

pletely elucidating the alpha and electron-capture decay schemes. It 

was ,first necessary to ,determine if' any alpha f'ine structure was present, 

in order to ,determine if' the .reportedgamma ~ays all belong to the elec

tron-capture decay .. Samples of' At209 .were,madeby bombarding bismuth 

metal with 40':'Mev helium ,ions in the 60-in. cyclotron at the Crocker 

Radiation Laboratory. A line source was prepared by plating the astatine 

on a 10-mil silver wire. This. source was ,then exposed in the alpha-par',", 

ticlespectrographf'or'8 hr; a count of'thealpha tracks in the emulsion 

from this run showed a peak, assignable to At209 , which had a height of 

5600tracksabove,bac~ground. ,The same sample was then exposed f'or an 

additional 14' hr and a peak height of' 2000 tracks ,was obtained. This 

.. 
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decrease in intensity is 'consi$ tent wi tha 5.5 -hr half life, andmad,.e it 

certainthat this .peak could be definitely assignedto At209 • Since 
2W . 2W . 

At was also produced in this bombardment,. the three At groups at 

5.519, 5.437"and.5.355 Mev (each peak.aboutone-tenth that of the At209 

210 . 
peak height) and Po group at 5.299 Mev were also ,present .. These groups 

.wereused as internal energy standards, which gave ,the At209 group an 

energy of 5.642 ±0.005 Mev on each expo$ure. The experimental error 

arises ,from the uncertainty in exact energies of the standards .andin 

locating the peaks accurately ona photographic plate. The i:?pectrum ob

served on the second exposure , with this sample is shown in Fig. 12. 
210 210 The presence ·of the At .and.Po group obscures somewhat the 

. search for low-intensity alpha groups of At209 decay. A limit ·of 2.5% 

. abundance. can beset dbwn,. hOifever, to .an energy of 600 .kev below the 

. main At209 group. This limit is not valid in the·immediate vicinities 
210 210 

of the At ,and Po groups; i.e., 5.53 to 5.50, 5.45 to 5.42, and 

5.37 to 5.26 Mev. . It does. seem highly improbable, however,. that any 

low-lying . complex structure in large abundance exists in the At209 . alpha 

decay. Hence we can conclude t4atall the transitions reported for At209 

must come from theelectron~capturedecay. 

Gamma-Ray MeaEluremepts on Scintillation Spectrometers 

In orderto.measure.the intensity of the gamma rays, pure At209 

wasprepared.by the "milking" procedure based onapreliminary prepar~'~ 

tion and .isolation of Ra2l3 ,as .outlirledin the section on experimental 

techrliques. . These samples yielded very excell.ent photon spectra on the 

scintillation spectrometer. A typical example of such a spectrum is 

shown in Fig .13. .. The three .peaks observed ,are due. to 195 -} 545 -, and 

784-kev gamma-rays. The intensities of the .photopeaks when corrected 

for countirlg efficiency are 24} 66}and 100} respectively~ on ,a relative 

scale of .100.for the 784-kev gamma ray. . These intensities ,are good to 

.at least±20%, and are probably much better than this. Any other gamma 

rays in At209 decay above 100 kev in energy must be very weak. 

. Conversion-Electron Studies of Astatine-209 

Thl= conversion-electron lines of,At209 were studied very care

fully by several methods. The samples used for. these runs.were.mixtures 
209210211 of At , At , and At . ,. and were prepared by bombarding bismuth metal 
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with helium ions~ A mixture ,had to be used because.this is, the only way 

in which large quanti ties of At209 would .beproduGed. Sam:gles ,were run 

on the double-focusing beta-ray spectrometer atO.3f'/o resolution. At this 

high resolution the At209 cOlwersion eJ,ectrons can easily be separated 

f th At210,llones, T bl XIX ° f th lt rom e numerous a .. e . gl vesa summary 0 . e resu s 

obtained from the double-focusing ,beta spectrometer. 

Table XIX 

At209 conversion electronintensities,fromQ.ouble-focusingspectrometer 

Gamma energy Intensities 
{kevl Gamma K electrons L electrons KLL,ratio 

195 24 68 13·5 4.9 ± 0·5 

545' 66 11.5 3·0 3.8 ± 0·5 

784 100 .·7·5 

Samples of the mixed astatine isotopes were also exposed on 

several of the permanent-magnet spectrographs. From these runs exact 

'energies and assignment of lines to the correct isotopes were obtained. 
210 In conjunction with R. W. Hoff, samples of pure At ,were run and~om-

209 pared with other samples, which ran as high as 50% At . By careful 

comparison of. the intensities observed, the conversion electrons from 
209 209 At can be .picked out. The J,inesthat we assigned to At are shown 

in Table XX. ,The intensities given were visually estimatedahd are re

lative,to.the.mostintense line appearing ,on the plate. ,The,gamma-ray 

energies observed were 90.8 ± 0~2 kev, 195.0 ±0.4 kev, 544.5 ± 4'.5 kev, 

and 780 ± 2.4 kev. ,The ,value of 780 ± 2.4 kev is just outside the .ex

perimental error of theprevious.measurement, which recorded the energy 

as 784 kev. The 83.8-kev transition that was reported by Mihelich, 
-,209 Schardt, and Segre to belong to At . was seen in our runs. We assign 

this transition to At210 , however, instead of to At209 . In Fig. 14, a 

photograph of two plates of exposures .made on the permanent-magnet 

spectrograph covering the region of interest shows our reason for this 

assignment. The first exposure has a very high ratio ,of At
210 

to At209 

activity, and the other plate has been exposed to the same amount of 

At
210 

activity but also ,an approximately equal amount of At209 activity. 

By comparing the intensity of the K conversion line ·of the 195-kev 

transition of At209 one can.very clearly determine the difference between 

.. 
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. thepl~ tes, in the amounts of . activity. The intensi tie's of the 83.8 key 

conversion .. lines are about. the same on both plates .corresponding to. the 

.relative intensity betweeIl'.,;platesof the other known At210 .conversion 

.lines •. The9008-kev transition. can also beobserved . .in the plate contain-

ing At209 •. From these observations concerning the change in intensity 

of lines in the.exposures of At209 , . the 83.8-kev.transitionwas.assigned 
210 to the At .decay. 

Table XX 

Summary of At209 conversion electrons observed in 
permanent-magnet spectrographs 

Electron energy Intensity Conversion shell Gamma ray energy 
(key) {visual) (key) 

74.5 M Ln 90.8 

77.0 M .L
IlI 90.8 

86.9 WM ~I 90·7 

87.5 w '~II .90·7 

.90.1 w . Nn··NII .90.8 

90.7 VW 011-.0111 90.8 

102.0 S K 195·2 

140·5 W 

178.1 M Ln 195·0 

190.8 w .~ 194.8 

451.3 8 K 544.5 

527·3 M .~ . 544.2 

536,6 W 

540.2 W ~ 544.2 

686.2 8M K 779.4 

695.8 w 

Multipolarity Assignments 

From the experimental.workthetransitions observed can be.as

signed to certain multipoleorders. For the 90.8-kev gamma ray, the 

. assignment is very easy and unambiguous.because.the conversion lines 

.uniquely determine it to ,bean E2 tran~ition. The conversion lines of 

thel95-kev gamma ray indicate that it is either an Mlor El •. TheEl 

possibility is eliminated by intensity considerations and the empirical 

-. 
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.rela tionto Pb 207 which has n,o low-lying odd-pari ty state. TheK/L ratio 

'favors Ml, but the limits of error are large .enough that .the possibility 

of_an E2admixture cann,otbe ignored. If one assumes th~t the195-kev 

gamma ray is an Ml transition, then by use of the theoretical conversion 

coefficients by Rose, the intensity of the K conversion electrons can be 

calculated from the photon intensity. By nor~lizing the other K con

versionelectron,s to the_value for the 195 key transition, the ratio 

between the conversion electrons and the photon in,tensity yields _theK 

_conversion coefficients for the 545 and 780 key transitions. In Table 

XXI these derived values have been calculated and are compared with the 

theoretical. values_for pure_transition types. This indirect procedure 

is necessary because our electron intensities are not on an absolute ' 

basis. 
Table XXI 

Derived conversion coefficients for At209 tran,sitions 

G:mma energy Multipolari ty Intensity 'K .,.conversion _coefficients 
(kev) 'Assignment K elec troms camma Ilerived Theoretical 

195·0 Ml 43 24 1.8 

545 8 66 1.2 -1 
1.5 10-1 

Ml ± 0.5 xlO x 

E2 2.3 xlO~2 

780 100 -2 
5.4 x 10'-2 Ml 5 5.0 ± 0.5 x ._10 

1.1 x 10=2 

The 780-kev transition agrees within the experimental error for an.M1 

assignment. The 545-kev transition falls within the experimental error 

for an M1, but the low K/L ratio given previously (K/L~ 3.8 ± o.e) lies 

between that expected for a pure E2 (K/L= 300) and a pure Ml (K/L = 

5.0)0 TheK-conversioncoefficient indicates that the transition is 

essentially Ml in character with only a small.amountof E2 admixture . 

. These considerations give_thefollowingmultipoleord~r assignments which 

are consistent with, the data: 90.8, E2;' 195, Ml (+ E2); and 780, Ml. 

Gamma-Gamma-Ray Coincidence Measurements and Decay Scheme 

With this information ,and some gamma-gamma-ray coincidence 

_measurements, a tentative decay scheme can be constructed. Such a decay 

scheme _is shown in Fig. 15. ,The spins and parities given ,are discussed 
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209 .la ter. Gamma-gamma-·ray coincidence measurements. were made on pure At . } 

which had been isolated from Ra213oCoincide~ce mea~urementsusing'the 
780-kev Pl1oton as the gate have . shown that the 545- and 195-kev photon 

are in coincidence with it. Similar.measurements on the 545-kev photon 

showed both the 195 - and 780-kev gamma rays to be in coincidence wi thi t. 

,The only unambiguous .way oi' placing these three. transi tions so. that they 

are in agreement.w:i,th the coincide!1,cemea~urements isina triple cas

cade. The order was determined: by the total intensity of the transi tiODS. 

The ,total .. intensities are gi venin the. following table . 

. Table· XXII 

Total transition intensities for At209 

Gamma energy 

90.8 

195·0 

545.0 

780.0 

Transition intensity 

23 

76 

76 

105 

These were calculated by summing the photon and electron in

tensities from Table XIX. ,These .intensities .are good to .within ±2Cf/o • 

. The 780-kev transition was put at thebottom.becauseit is the most in

tense} but the order of the 195 .0-, and 545-kev transi tioncannot be de

finitely stated. . It is possible wi thin the . experimental error that the 

195-} 545-} and 780-kev transitions are all of e<lual intensity. If this 

is the case} the greatest amount of the electron capture goes to .a level 

at 1520 ,key and cascades down to the ground state.. The placement of the 

90.8-kev E2 transition is .. only tentative} and is discussed more thor

oughly later . Approximately 2Cf/o of.thedecay} however} passes through 

this transition} so that i'tsplacement in the complete decay scheme is 

.very important. 

The spin assignment of 1/2 for the ground state ofPo209 is 

the' result ft· tal . t 34 I Pb207 th . d o a recen, experlIDen measuremen.n e groun -

stl:l,te spin has been determined. to ,bel/2}. and this .must arise ·froma Pl/2 

neutron vacancy in thedoubleclosed.shelL 35}4 7 Pb207 and p'o 209 differ 

only by two protons} which ~hould be paired off to give no effect on~he 
, ·209 

ground-state spin. By analogy the ground state.of Po must also ,arise 
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from this same Pl / 2 vacancy, since ~~thisotopes have the same number of 

neutrons •. The excited states of.Po 9 should then look somewhat·like 

those .in Pb 207 except that they will probably lie at lower energies, 

since the isotope is . further removedfrom the double closed shells .. The 

experimental levels .in Pb
207 

area Pl / 2 ground state, a .f5/2 state at 

570.kev, a P3/2 state at 870 keY, an i 13/ 2 ·state at 1.6 Mev and a f7/2 
state at 2.35 Mev~3 The first e~cited level in P0209 appears at 780-

keY, and is comparable .with the P3/2 state .in the Pb207 1evels. A 3/2-

spin and parity assignment to this.levelalsoagreeswithall the ex

perimental data concerning po 209 levels~ It allows the 780-kev transi

tion to beMl, and such a low spin rules out the possibility of much 

direct electron capture populating it. The other twolevels~t 975- and 

1520-kev have no corresponding states in the level sequence of pj)207. A 

level .. at 1.61 Mev does appear in Pb207 with a. spin. of 13/2 and + parity. 3 

This can be ruled out as being the same as the 1520-kev level in po209 , 

since the high spin would cause.a very. long half life. fQr the depopula'

tion of the state, which is contrary to the experimental.data for the 

1520-kev level. The two remaining.levels cannot be assigned qpinsand 

·t· b to Pb 207 . parl les y a comparison levels. 

The ground-state spin of At209 is 9/2, from simpleshell.,.,model 
2209 .theory. At ground state consiqts of a neutron pair, a proton pair, 

and an odd proton beyond the closed shelL . The odd proton, .. most likely, 

lies .intheh
9

/ 2 state and since this orbit started filling with Bi209 , 

it needs 10 proto~s to be completely filied. If the ground state of 

At209 is taken as 9/2-., the spins of the 975- and l520-kev levels can 

be inferred from the.intensity data •. The two transitions have the same 

intensity, so that all the population must go.to the1520-kev level. A 

spin and parity of 7/2-. can be assigned to this level, anda 5/2- assign

ment can be made for the 975-kev level. The electron capture probably 

goes by an "allowed" process that bas the beta-selection rule .of [D.. I 

0, ± 1, No].29 This.would account for the.electroncapture's going to.a 

7/2- state and not to a 5/2- state •. The rel1)B.ining electron capture, 

which does through the·90.8-kev transition, is.still .not placed in the 

decay scheme •. Thebestiplace for this transition appears.tobeon top 

of the 1520-kev level. With a spin assignment of 7/2 for the1520-kev 

-. 
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level, the new level at 1610 kev can have either a 3/2 or 11/2 spin and 

agree with anE2 .multipolarity~assignrnent of the 90.B-kev transition . 

. The 3/2assignrnent can be ruled out on the basis that the transitions to 

the.l/2, 3/2, and 5/2 levels are not observed. This leaves.anassign

ment of .11/2 for the· 16l0-kev level. .' This ~makes . the electron capture 

process "allowed," by beta-selection rules, to both the 11/2 and 7/2 

levels,.andelectron captureto.bothlevels should be expected. From 

considera tionof . the intensity of the . transitions, itapp'ears .' that 2(J1jo 

of the electron capture goes to the 11/21evel and the remaining BCJ1jo to 

. the 7 /2 level. 

.The~ecay scheme for At209 presented agrees quite favorably with 

.all the experimental data. However, the excited-level structure deduced 

for Po209 .differs greatly from what is expectedfrom.a comparison with 

the excited states inPo210 . The excitedlevelsinpo
210 

arise from a 

(h9/2)2.configuration .. The experimental data of Mihelich, Schardt, and 

Segr~ show that ,the 2 + and '4 + states agree quite closely wit·h the 

theoretical calculations,but they report no 6 + state~33 A further 

study here shows that the 6 + state does appear at approximately 1500 

kev. 43 The difference betweenP0209 and the level structure observed· 

in Po210 isthatinpo209 a n~utroI} hole must be coupled to the proton 

configuration, which results in half-integer spins. One possible.set.af 

levels that 'agrees ,with the observed levels in Po209 can be easily estab-
209 .2 ( )-1 lished. ,The ground ,state of Po must be from a (h9/2) J=D Pl/2 

J= .1/2 configuration, which can couple to give only a resultant 1/2 spin. 

The .first .. and second excited states can be considered.as arising from 

.the (h9/2 )2J =2 '(Pl/2)-lJ= 1/2~bnfiguration. This configuration, due 

to.interactioll.between the.particles, would be split into two levels 

one with a 3/2 spin and tb,e other with a 5/2 ·spin. The third and fourth 

excited levels . could bea doublet due .. tothe (h9/2 )2J =4 (Pl/2)-lJ =1/2 

configuration, which would give a 7/2 and a 9/2 state. Here.the lower 
2 -1 . 

spin state (11/2) of the (h
9

/ 2 ) J =.6 (Pl!2)J =1/2 state would have 

to fall below the 9/2 state in order to explain the order in the experi-

mental levels. This Qoes not seem to be too great a discrepancy, since 
2 2 

the (h9/ 2)J =4 

. p 210 1 1 lno' . eve s. 

and the (h9/2 ) J =6 state are separatedby only 41 kev 

In this manner the order of the excited states .may b.e 
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outlined if it is assumed that.the excitation energy goes.into the pair 

9f protons and leaves the neutron in the Pl/2 state. 

The bad feature of this method of predicting the excited states 

.mainly comes from the assumption that.had to.bemade .. Jt seems that the 

neutron hole (Pl/2)-lwOUld be excited to the (f
5

/ 2 )-1 state before the 

(h~6?)2J =2 state .wo,uld be formed, since the former requires 570 kev in 

Pb while the proton pair requires 1100 kev to be excited in Po2l0. 

This same excitation of the neutron hole (Pl/2 ~ f
5

/ 2 ) should also be 

seen as the first excited state in the strict single-particle.model. The 

failure of this (f
5

/ 2)-1.stateto appear nearthe.expected energy in 

. ei ther model tends. to .make the assumption concerning. exci ta tionof the 

proton pair before the neutron hole more feasible. 

If both types of configurationsareexci ted. (i.e., single-parti

clelevels superimposed on the different nondegellerateleveis of the pro

ton pair), the number of levels expected in the decay scheme would be 

very great. As· one example the (h9/2 )2J =2 (fS/2)2J =5/2 configuration 

would give rise to 1/2, 3/2,5/2, 7/2, and 9/2 states} which would be 

split into different energy levels by particle interaction. As one con

tinues through the possibilities.that lie rather close.to this group in 

energy,' it sqon becomes apparent that the level scheme becomes quite com

plex. Sinceso.many states of the same.spin would.appear within aI-Mev 

range, it is hard to st~tewhy some are seen and others are not. The 

simple level structure found experimentally for Po209 indicates, I be

lieve, that one of the two,types of excitation is dominant over the other. 

If the single-particle excitation is dominant, then the levels are ex

plained by showing that the order of filling these levels has changed . 

. If the excitation of the paired protons is dominant" then the neutron 

)
-1 

hole must remain a (Pl/2 .J =1/2 state. If one of these two ,models is 

not correct, then it becomes very difficult to explain the extremesim

plicity of the level structure .when such a complex structure is predicted . 

. The . two. thin,gs . that stand au tfrom this . study of At 209 decay are 

that the sequence of levels inPo209 is completely different.fromwhat 

is expected from a . comparison. wi th .. Pb 207, and thai the de,cay' scheme is 

so simple. A quantitative, theoretical consideration of the interaction 

between a neutron and a proton pair would be very interesting, and might 
. 209 

help explain the decay scheme of At . . 

-. 
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D. Astatine,",208 

The isotope At20B was found by Hyde) Ghiorso) andSeaborg in a 

study of the decay scheme of Fr212) which shows.branching decay to At20B 

212 20B. . 
.and Fr . The At daughter lsotope ,was shown to have a 1.7-hr half 

life. 1Q At20B emits.alpha particles.withan energy of 5.65 Mev) but the 
, 20B '. 

,principal decay is by orbital electron capture to 2.9-yr Po 0 The 

branching ratio was .estimated to belBO ± ,20 by comparing .the initial 
" 20B 

alpha-counting rate of , a pure sample of At with the final alpha-
20B " 

counting rate due to the Po daughter. 

At.about.the same time) Barton and Perlman found indirect ev

idence for At
20B 

that indicated that this isotope had a half life of 

6.3 hr. 9 Theseauthors prepared astatine isotopes by bombarding bismuth 

with high-energy protons. The astatine.fraction from such bombardments 

contained a complex mixture of astatine isotopes with similar half lives) 

and, it was impossible to learn anything about At
20B

by a direct exami

nation of the.astatine fraction. However) by removing polonium daughter 

activities~ttimed intervals and and measuring the p0
20B 

alpha activity, 

it was possible to deduce a half life .of 6.3 hrfor At
20B 

.. These ex

perimentsby Barton and Perl.rnan were completed before .the work of Hyde 

et ale had been done. 10 The discrepancy in the two half-life values is 

ex:plainable in terms of isomerism) but it seemed desirable first to con

firm the ,experimental findings. 

The assignment ofthe,1.7-hr At20B can be considered definite 

because of the well-established genetic relationship of Fr212) Em212) 
20B' 20B 

and Attothewell-known2.9-yr Po ' • The properties ,of the1.7-hr 
20B " daughter At are 'unambiguous so far as reported) because pure s~mples 

of the activity could,be,flmilked",fromFr212. It seemed desirable) then) 

to repeat the experiments by Barton and Perlman to determine ,whether the 

6.3-hr half life could ,be reproduced and if) in addition) evidence could 

be found for the 1.7-hr form of At20B inbismuth targets. 

The experiment, was carried ,out under conditions similar to 

Barton's "milkingfl experiments. The astatine was produced by bombarding 

bismuth metal in the internal beam of the lB4-in. cyclotron with 100-

to 120-Mev alpha particles. All the astatine ,isotopes from 206 through 

211 are formed. ,These isotopes and their polonium daughters are shown 

in Table XXIII. 
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Table XXIJ::! 

Astatine isotopes and their polonium daughters 

Astatine isot,Qpes in solvent phase Polonium daughters stripped 
giving rise to polonium daughters. into HCL-HN0

3 
phase. 

At211 EC Po211 Tl / 2 
E 

> a ,,--
=0·5 sec ., 

At210 EG ,. Po
21O 

13S days 5·30 

At209 EC 
) Po209 100 yr 4.S6 

At20S EC ) 
, 20S 

Po 2·9 yr 5·10 

At207 EC 
) 

'207 
Po no a 

At
206 EC 

) Pb
206 

9 day 5·21 

The chemical purification of the target and the chemistry used 

in the "milking" experiment are as follows. The bismuth target was dis

solved in concentrated hydrochloric acid, and the solution was evaporated 

to dryness ,after excess hydrochloric acid had been added. Excess hydro

chloric .acid was ,again added and the solution taken down to dryness to 

remove all the nitrate ion. The reslduewas then taken up in 6 !'i hydro

chloric acid, from which the astatine was extracted into a diisopropyl 

ether layer. The organic layer was washed several tim~s with 6 !'i hydrlD'

chloric aCid and then diluted with tributyl phosphate until it was2CP/o 

tributylphosphate solution. It was then washed with a 2M nitric acid 

and 4!'i hydrochloric .acid solution. These solutions were immediately 

analyzed for a short-lived activity (astatine) to determine if any was 

removed from the organic fractlon. ,No short-lived activity was found in 

any sample; therefore, it was certain that the polonium activity present 

represented only the decay of the parent during a certain time interval. 

The polonium isotopes present and their decay properties are given in 

Table XXIII. Portions of each polonium sample were ,analyzed in the alpha

pulse analyzer to determine the ratio of Fo210 to po20S aI.pha activity. 

In addition to these two activities, the ,alpha group of po206 , which is 

the daughter of At206 decay, was observed. 

In milking experiments the amount of activity of the daughter 

plotted versus time gives directly the half life of the parent. However, 

. this requires that the chemical separation'bequantitative. In this ex-

• - I.. 
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210 
periment a much better method, which depends on At ,as an internal 

standard,for the chemical yield, can be utilized. ,The half life of 

At210 is well known, so that p0210activity can be ,arbitrarily put on an 

8.3-hr half-life ,line. Then.from the ratio of po208 ,to P0210activity 

in each milking ,fraction, the correct amount OfP0208activity can be 

det~rmined. From these P0208 points the half life .of At
208 

can be di

rectly determined. ,The same procedure can be used to determine the 
206. . 206 210 At half ll.fefrom the ratlOs of Po to .Po. . . The results of such 

an experiment .are shown in Fig, 16. The curve shows ,a complex deca'y curve, 

which can be resolved into a 1.6 ± O.2-hr and a 602 ±.0.3-hr half life. 

Also, to further.verify the 'accuracy of the experiment, t):le half·life of 

t At206 was determined ,to be ,2.9 ±0.4 hr. This is within .the experimental 

error.of the only other previous determination, '2.6 hr. T;hese results 

indicate very strongly that both half lives are correct and that there 

t b . . tat t· At208 It t b t t' d h th mus ean lsomerlC s e_presen In. .' cannoe sae weer 

the ·1.7-hr or the 6.2-hr isomer constitutes the ,ground state. Further 

studies .on the 6.2-hr isomer must be deferred until.some better method 

for its preparation is devised. The heavy-ion linear accelerator that 

. b' b" lt t th' 1 b t . b fl' ak' At208 lS. elng Ula lS a ,ora ory may e very use u ln ill lng, 

with only small amounts of At209 and At210 present. 
" 208 

A study of the alpha and electron-capture decay of At has 

been carried out as completely as possible with the small:amountof pure 

At208 activity that can be produced. Only samples.that.were prepared by 

milking the At208 from Fr2l2 gave any significant re~ults. Samples pre

pared in this manner rule out any possibility of observing._any radiations 

of the isomeric transition, 
212 the daughter of Fr alpha 

since.only thel.7-hr half life is found.as 

decay.' In all the other present methods of 
208 '. 206 

of At , all the.lsotopes from At preparation oflarge.~uantities 
211 through At are produced, and the large num1;>er of gamma raidations 

208 present completely mask At gamma rays. The gamma-ray spectrum of 

At
208

as observed~n the scintillation spectrometer is shown in Fig. 17 . 

. The.energiesof.the gamma rays ,are 660,± 20kev and 175 ± 10 key; the 

other peak at 75 key is ,assignedtotheKx-r~Ys .ofpolonium. When cor

rectedfor counting efficiency, the 610-kev photon is approximately 4 

times as intense as the 175~kev gamma ray. Gamma-gamma-ray coincidence 

measurements. show that the two gamma rays. are in cascade . The coincidence 
I . 
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measurements also~how a weak 250 ± 15-kev gamma ray in coi~cidencewith 

the 660-kevgamma ray. This g~ ray was too.weak .to.be .observed in 

the straight gamma-ray spectrum.as seen on the scintillation spectrometer. 

The .above radiations are all that_were .observedin the electron-capture 

decay, and they all .~ecayed.withal.7~hr half life. 
208 

,The.alpha decay of At was investigated by alpha-gamma coinci-

. dencemeasurements . It was . shown that .. there. was.a gamma-ray of 120 ± 10 

kev in coincidence with some_of the alpha particles. The intensity of 

the gamma ray was determined to be-0.03 ± O.O?f/O of the total alpha decay. 

Hence the lower-energy alpha group 'Could not be seen.inion-chamber meas

urements. A calculation of the alpha population going.to this level de

pends .on themultipole order of the. transition, which is not known. One 

would expect either. an E2 or Ml; so, assuming these two possibilities, 

the population will be either ....{J.?f1/o (E2) or "-'1% (Ml). In either case 

the population of this excited state .is quite small, and a limit of 10~~ 
can be set for any other gamma transitions. in coincidence 'With alpha 

particles. 

A tentative~ecay scheme for At208 , using the above experimental 

data, is shown.~nFig. 18. ,The daughter nucleus of the electron capture 

is po208, which is an even-even nucleus .. The ex;cited levels ;of this nu

clear type have beenquite.extensively studied, and a definite pattern 

of levels. haS.been observed. The ground-state spins of all even-even 

nuclei have been found to have zero spin and even parity. The first ex

cited state has been shown to bea 2 +.state and the second excited state 

either a 4 + or 2 + state. The energy separation between the ground and 

first excited states and between the·first and second excited'states de

pends very strongly on the nearness.of the particular isotope to.a closed 
\ 

shell. The spacing becomes progressively larger with a nearer approach 

to.a closed shell, and in the .immediate vicinity of a closed shell the 

separation becomes quite large for the ground to first excited state. 
208 The levels of Po .would be expected to show this type .of,level pattern, 

since .itis an even-even nucleus ,and the energy separations would be 

rather large, as the isotope is very near a closed sh,ell (two protons 

from the 82-proton shell and two neutrons from ~he126-neutron shell). 

It is partly on this.empirical .relationship that the spin and parity as

signments have been made. 
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In.,addi tion to the general case of even-even nuclei for. assign

ing the first two excitedsstates,.onemay reasonably.e:lq)ect.the pattern 
20 . 

of excited states in Po .to be very similar to that inPo210 , which 

h b .pull d t . d P 210 l' t t b th S2 as een care.!. y e eI'IDlne. 0 . les. wo pro ons·a ove e __ -

proton closed .. shell and has a closed shell of neutrons . Since both iso

topes are even-even, the same levels.should appear in Po20S asinPo210 , 

but at.a smaller. Sellergy separation between ground and first excited 
20 . 

. state, since Po is further. removed from the closed shells. Mihelich, 

" Schardt, and Segre have published a very complete study of the energy 
210 

levels in Po . By angular correlation measurements .in addition to 

complete characterization of the transitions, they assigned spins.and 

parities of 2 + and 4 + to the first and second excited states. The 

first excited state (2+) isatllS5 kev and the second (4 +) state at 

1431 key in po2l0. Therefore, if the 662- ~nd S37-kev levels in po20S 

are.assigned2+ and 4 + spins .and parities, respectively" they show the 

expected energy lowering .. Thus these states in At20S decay are assigned 
210 on ~he basis of even-even nuclei systematics and by comparison with Po 

excited states. 

On the basis of the above spin assignments, the two observed , 
gamma rays.must beE2·transitions. Assuming this, and using the ratio 

.of photon intenSities, we can calculate the.total intensity for each 

transition. With the assumption that there is no electron capturedirec-
20S . . 

tly to the ground state of Po ,theamount of electron capture pro-

ceeding to each level can be determined as "'7Cfo to the 2 + state and 

"-2&{o to the 4 + state. From this the ground-state spin·.of At208 can be 

estimated. Since At
20S 

captures directly to a 2 + and a 4 + level and 

has .a short half life, ~heprocess . must be "allowed" and obey the [.6.I 

0, ± 1, No' ] beta-selection rule. 29 This requires.that the spin and 

parity of the ground state of At2QS be 3+. At20S is an odd-odd isotope, 

with the odd particles an h9/2 proton andan._f
5

/ 2 neutron, from strict 

shell-model considerations. The 3 + spin assignment agrees with Nordhe:im's 

rule·of ground-state spins for odd-odd nuclei,.which predicts .that the 

coupling of an h9~2 proton and an f5/2 neutron hole can given any spin 

from 2 + to 7+. 7 However, it disagrees .with.a theorum by Kurath th!3-t 

the lowest state of a configuration of one proton in.a level j and one 

neutron in a level jl is·l, with I = j + j' - 1, which is 6 + for the 

.... 
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At 208 nucleus. 38 This spin would require an [ D. I = ±2, No] type .of beta 

decay to the 4 + state and a much higher spin change for. the capture to . 

a 2 + state~ Such large spin changes would require.a long half life, and 

can be ruled out of this electron-capture decay. 

E. Emanation-211 

Em211 was first identified by Momyer and Hyde.in the bombardment 

of thorium foils with 340-Mev protons.
8 

This isotope res a 16 ±l-hr half 

life and dec::ays by e~ectroncaptureand alpha emission; the branching 

ratio of electron capture to alpha emissionis 2.8 ± 0.3. The mass as-
211 211 signment was made by observing the growth of At and Po alpha ~s 

from the electron-capture .decay. Momyer, Asaro, and Hyde investigated 

the alpha spectrum on the alpha-particle spectrograph and observed. two 

alpha groups .of 5.847 and 5 . 778 Mev, with abundances of 35% and 65%, 

respectively.42 Gamma rays of 65 ± 10, 150 ± 30, 400 ± 30, ~nd 600 ± 50 

kev were assigned to Em211 . 8 This is all the published information 
. Em211 concernlng 

Alpha-Decay Study 

The alpha decay was .studied again to determine if there were 

any additional a~pha groups. This.was first done by alpha particle

gamma ray coincidence measurements. In addition to the 69-kev gamma 

ray between the ground and first ex:citation state, two additional gamma 

rays were observed at 169 and 234 key" Each gamma ray had an intensity 

of approximately 6.5% of the 69-kev peak. Fig. 19 shows the spectrum 

observed. The small peak just before the 69-kev peakis.an escape peak, 

which is caused by an iodine Kx-ray escaping from the sodium iodide 

crystal. The two higher-energy gamma rays observed may arise from a 

single.additional level and be de-exciting to.the ground and first ex

cited state, or they may arise from two additional excited levels popu~ 

latedby low-intensity alpha groups. This can be most easily determined 

by a direct observation of the .alpha group or groups. 
211 Large samples of Em were prepared by the g~ow discharge tech-

nique on 10-milpla tinum wire and run ... on the .alpha-particlemagnetic 

spectrograph, The region below 5.778 Mev was.carefully scanned for alpha 

groups that could give rise to the two observed gamma rays. Apeak was 

.observed at 5.615 ± 0.005 keY, and careful.scanning of the plate showed 
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Fig. 19. Gamma rays in coincidence with alpha particles of Em2ll. 
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no other alpha groups between 5.778 Mev and an energy 350 kev lower. Jh~ 

alpha group at 5.615 Mev may depopulate.to the ground and first excited 

state, and the transitions expected agree with the.observed gamma rays. 
211 . 

Including this group, the Ern alpha decay has alpha groups of the 

following energies and intensiUes: 5.847 ± 0.005 Mev, 33.510; 5.778 ± 

0.005 Mev, 64.5%; and. 5.615 ± 0.005 Mev, 2ajo. 

The conversion electrons of the 69-kev transition have been ob-· 

served in a per:manent.,..magnet spectrograph exposure. The conversion lines 

observed were LIl , LIII , lf~IJ I~II) NIL' and 011 (they are recorded in 

Table XXVI). This pattern of lines uniq,uely determines the transition 

to be an E2 of 68.7 ±O.l kev. No conversion lines were seen correspond·.;. 

ing to the less intense transitions, therefore nothing can be said. con- . 

cerning their multipole order .. The alpha spectrum observed on the alpha

particle spectrograph, and the alpha-decay scheme, are shown in Fig. 20. 

Gamma-Ray stud.y 

Theelectron-·capture d.ecay has been studied as completely as 

possible with the instruments available .. The gam:rna rays observed on the 

50-,channel. scintillation spectrometer are shown in Fig. 21 and recorded 

along with their intensities in Table XXIV. Add.i tional runs were w.ade 

in order to investigate the high-energy and low-energy regions of the 

photon spectrum. In the high-,energy region one gamma ray at 1.8 Mev was 

observed. In the low-energy region a 32-·kev transition was observed on 

the scintillation spectrometer and ina proportional counter. Because 

of low abund.ance due to high conversion and. the high Compton background, 

the intensity data on the lower,-energy radiations are not included in 

the tB;:ple. These data disagree with the previously reported gamma rays 

by Momyer, and no explanation of the discrepancy has.been discovered. 

Table XXIV 

Gamma-ray intensities observed on the scintillation spectrometer 

Gamma-ray energy (kev) Intensity (arbitrary) 

32 ± 2 
220 ± 10. 
320 ± 10 
3)+5) ± 15 39 ± 8 
675 ± 15 100 ± 20 
870 ± 20 24 ± 5 
950 ± 20 29 ± 6 

1140 ± 20 31 ± 6 
1300 ± 20 52 ± 10 
1800 ± 25 ~.8 
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Coincidence.studies 

Coincidence measurements were run by using the prominent peaks 

in the gamma-ray spectrum as gates. These results are somewhat ambiguous, 

owing.to the background of Compton-scattered "radiation under the peaks 

beJ,.ow 1.0 Mev .. This scatteredradiationgates.the coincidence.circuits 

to count gamma rays in coincidence with it. Then, the gamma rays that 

are in coincidence with the scattered background ra~iationare counted 

in addition to those incoincidence with the photon being used.as a gate. 

All the gamma rays in the 'spectrum are actually observed, but their in

tensities change as the gating photon is changed. Comparing the ·dif

ference between the intensities of the various peaks as ~he gatingphoto~ 

was changed permitted a reasonable.estimationof the true coincidences 

for each gamma ray. The results are summarized .in Table XXV. This table 

shows.only the coincidences measured, and some results that are not 

readily interpretable have been omitted. The observation of a 670-kev 

gamma ray in coincidence with itself is of special interest in construct

ing the decay scheme, as is . shown later. The coincidence data does not 

clearly indicate whether there are two transitions of nearly the same 

energy or whether the coincidence is due to the COIllpton background effect. 

Table XXV 

G OOd t dO "",,211 amma-gamma ray COlnCl ences u les on £ill! 

Gating Photon Gamma Rays in Coincidence 
(kev) (key) 

435 230, 670, . 1140, 1360 

670 430, 670, 960, 1140, 1360 

865 - 946 670, 865, 946 

1146 232, 445, 670 

.1360 445, 670 

Conversion Electrons of Emanation-211 

The internal conversion electrons in the range 20 to 250 kev 

were observed on the permanent-magnet spectrographs. Table XXVI lists 

.the conversion electrons seen, together with their intensities.andcon"' 

version shell .assignments. . The intensities are relative to the total L 

conversion of the 168.6-kev transition. This was done so that these in

tensitiescan be related t4rQugh this peak to the rest of thecanversion 

.- "":. 

...... 
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electrons) which were observed in the other variable field spectrometers. 

The 68.7-kev E2 transition has.beenalready assigned to the alpha decay. 

The .other two trans i tioIls) 168.6 · .. kev E2 . and 113 .9 kev) are both in the 

electron-capture decay. The168.6-kev transition is.too intense to be 

,assigned as the transition from the second to the first excited state 
'" 

(167 kev energy difference),in the alpha decay. Also the excellent agn;e-

ment achieved by using astatine conversion edges cannot be obtained with 

polonium conversion edges. These tva facts were the baSis of assigning· 

the 168.6-kev transition to .the electron-capture decay . 

. Table XXVI 

211 JXLternal conversion electrons ,of Em 
." .... \; .. ~ .. ".-.,~ .. ~ ... ~ ...... ~ ••. ~.,' ¥.-" ',-",.. . .. ". -, ... " .... 

frornpermanent-magnet spectrograph exposures 
--~------------~~ 
Electron energy Assignment Photon energy Relative intensity, 

(kev) (kev) 

46.4 45 

52·5 Po Ln 68.7 120 

54.9 Po LIII 68·7 110 

64.8 Po MIl 68.6 33 

65.5 Po MIn 68.7 34 

67.8 Po Nn 68·7 17 

68.6 Po 0 
II 

68.7 <10 

73.2 At K 168·9 44 

151.1 At LI 168.6 <10 

151·9 At Llr 168.p 34 

154.4 At LIn 168.6 33 

164.4 A~ MIl ~II 168.5 < 10 

93.4 At 1,1 113·9 <19 

59-62 ,- K-LL Auger <10 

75-78 K.,.LX Aqger <10 

It would have been highly desirable) at the same time as the 

above exposures veremade on permanent-magnet spectrographs) to make ex~ 

posures to cover also electrons of higher energy) but unfortunately the 

high-field magnets were not in operation. Conse~uently) the .conversion 

electron lines above 200 kev could ~ot be investigated on the permanent 
211 magnets. Samples of Em could be prepared only large enough for ex-

amination on the high-transmission ,low-resolution magnetic-lens spectro-



meter .. The conversion. electron spectrum obtaitied.inonerun is.shown in 

Figs. 22 a) b) and c .. The.spectrumwas followed through two half lives 

in.order to.verify the assignment to :E;m211 decay. A summary of theelec

tronlinesand their intensities is given in.Table XXVII. The.intensi-

·ties .are relative to . the L conversion peak of the 168.6 ... kev transition) 

and.thisforms the basis.for the .over-all.approximate interlsity relation

ship between this and the .permanent-mag!let exposures. The energy de-

i\ierminations on this iIlstrumentare good only to ± ?f/o. :and the intensities 

to ± 20f0. 

Table XXVII 

211 . 
Internal conversion electrons of Em from magnetic lens spectrometer 

Electron energy Assignment . Gamma-ray Relative intensity 
(kev) .at edges energy 

(kev) 

155 .L 170 70 
200 K 296 48 

217 L 232 10 

256 6 
168 K 264 ~3 
249 L 264 7 
237 K 333 47 
318 L 333 7·5 
349 .K 445 31 

433 L 445 17 
584 K 680 100 

665 L 680 29·5 
767 K 863 7 
852 L 867 10 

.K 948 

931 L 946 2 

1035 K 1131 4 
, 
1118 L l131 1 

1278 K 1374 1 

1359 L 1374 ---D.l 

.. 

"~'\ 

'.~ 
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Multipolarity Assignments 

From the data given, experimental K/L ratios can be calculated 

for.several of the transitions. These.experimentalratios.are listed in 

Table XXVIII along with .the theoretical KjL ratios of the more reason

able possible assignments. The last.column contains the most reasonable 

assignments as determined by .comparisonwi th the theoretical and experi

mental K/L ratios by Pryce and Alburger. 5 The l69-kev 'gamma ray is un

doubtedly an E2transition, because of the .characteristic pattern.of the 

L-shell conversion electrons observed on the permanent-magnet.spectro

graph. Assignment of tl1eother gamma ra.'diations cannot be made unambig

uously. The K/L ratios suggest that the 445- and 680-kev radiations 

.arealso E2 transitions, and the other gamma rays are either Ml or Ml + 

E2admixtures. From the relative intensi ties of toe conversion coeffi-

cients for transitions of various multipole.orders .the theoretical in

'tensities of the gamma rays can be calculated and compared.with.experi

mental values. Because only relative intensi,ties are known, and intensity 

ratios . must be used,only those gamma rays whose intensi ties are listed 

in Table XXIV can be compared. The only seemingly consistent re~ults 

.obtained by this method are these: if 'the 445-kev gamma ra~ is assumed 

to .bean E2 trcLnsi tion (a probable assignment on the basis of K/L ratios), 

then the 865-and l13l-kev transitions are E2 also,andthe 946-kev 

transition is an Ml ( + E2) admixture .. The 680-kev gamma transition; is 

presumably an M2 if only, one gamma ray of that energy is present. In 

t.he decay scheme .to be presented, however, there .are two s:eparate differ

ences between excited levels of 680 keY, and -- since the 'coincidence 

data indicate the 680-kev gamma may be in coincidence with itself -- it 

is entirely possible that there are two gamma rays of approximately the 

same energy. This . would make the assignment of a multipole order to the 

680-kev gamma ray impossibleuntil.theelectron lines are resolved. An 

.alternate assignment is possible if one assumes that only one .680-kev 

traIlsition is present and that the coincidence with itself arises from 

the high Compton background gatiIlg the coin9idence counter. Then if 

the 680-kev gamma ray is.assumed to be pure Ml, the 865-,946-, and 

445-kev radiations areallMl (+ E2) transitions .. This, however, is 

,rather unsatisfactory, as it would require a much higher K/L ratio.for 

the 4JI·5-kev tranai tion than is.measured. All the . other possible 
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assignments, i. e., the ones of higher mul tipole order, were ruled out by 

delayed-coincidence measurements. Lifetimes· for all the .gamma rays ob

served in . the gamma-ray spectrum have been shown to be less than 5 xlO~'9 
second. The M2 assignment for the 680-kev gamma ray cannot be ruled 

out by these.measurements, since the half life for an M2 of this energy 
-12 is 6.7 x 10 second according to Weisskopf's singleparticle.formula. 

This formula should be valid this near a closed shell, where many of the 

transitions are believed to be single..,particle changes. The' present 

data do not uniquely determine . the mul tipole orderaf the Various. transit:ions . 

. Table XXVIII 

KlL" conversion electron ratios 

Gamma K/L Theoret.ical Tentative Assignment 
energy (Exp .) 
(kev) : El E2 E2 Ml M2 M3 -- -. 
169 0.6 5·2 .0.44 0.08 5·7 2.4 

264 5·0 5·9 1.1 0·3 5 .. 6 3·5 1.9 Ml/Ml (+E2) or El 

333 6·3 5·9 1.65 0.5 5.7 3.8 2.4 Ml or Ml( + E2) 

445 1.9 5.4 2.24 1.0 5.4 3·9 "2·7 E2 

680 3·5 5.6 3·5 2.1 4.9 4.2 3.4 E2, M2 

863 . "'5 5·3 4.4 2·9 5.0 4.6 3.9 E2, Ml 

946 "'5 5·2 4.6 3·0· 5.8 4.6 4.3 E2, Ml 

1131 3.6 6.5 4.6 3·5 5·8 5·2 4.6 E2 

1374 "'7 ---6.8 ",6.5 6.4 E2 

Decay Scheme 
211 . 

In attempting to present a decay scheme for Em for the elec-

tron-capture branching decay} it.would be well to point out that the 

followfng sums oftransi tion:,energies .are very nearly the same : 

1820 + 0 1820 

< 1374 + 445 1819 

1131 .+ 680 = 1811 

865 + 946 1811 

These.allagree within the limits of experimental error, and coincidence 

.measurements have been shown between appropriate gamma rays. to. substan

tiate this summing. Also, coincidences have been determined between 

these gamma rays and the intense 680-kev radiation. A tentative decay 
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scheme consistent with these.data is shown in Fig. 23. The order of the 

865-and .the 946-ke"; transitions may be reversed, since they are of ap

proximately the same intensity. The total intensity for each transition 

arrived at by summing the electron and photon intensitief:1.is consistent 

with the assumption that.approximately 7510 of the electron-capture events 

lead to the 2488-kevlevel. 

The ground-state spin of Em
2l1 

is most probably 1/2, with neg

ative parity. This is because it falls in the 125-neutron group with 

four coupled protons beyond the 82-proton closed shell. The spin would 

be that of the l25th neutron, which has been measured.as 1/2 in both 

Po209 and Pb207 . 34,47 The large amount of electron-capture decay that 

4 211 proceedsto.the 2. 90-Mev level in At 'is expected, since not much 

would go to the ground and first excited states which probably have 9/2 

and 7 /2 or .5/2 spins. The number of transitions depopulating this high 

energy level suggests .that .thereare many levels with similar spins' 

lower in the level structure. A more complete description of the ex

cited states of At211 will have to wait until additional experimental 

dataare.available. 

Electron~Capture Decay Energy 

The total electron-capture.decay energy of Em211
.can only be 

estimated by use of neutron-binding energy cycles.· The cycle used to 

calculate this decay energy utilizes the neutron-and proton-binding 

energies of Em2l2 and At2ll The proton-binding energy of Em212 and the 
211 neutron-binding energy of At have been calculated through their use 

in other cycles. The other two binding energies re~uired must be esti

mated fro~ binding-energy systematics .. Based on, the data compiled by 
27 '. 

Glass et.al., the values used in the calculations .are: 

Neutron-binding energies 

At2l0-2l1, 7.72 M~v (calculated); 

Em211-2l2, 7.9 ± 0.5 Mev (estimated). 

Proton-binding energies: 

At211_Em212, 4.63 Mev (calculated); 

At2l°Em2ll, 4.22 ±0.3 Mev (estimated). 
, ' 211 

The estimated electron-capture decay energy available for Em ,on the 

basis of these data, is 2.6 ± 0.3 Mev. This is very close to the total 
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decay ener,gy of 2.5 Mev reQuired in the .tentative decay scheme. The 

main conclusion from the rough estimate of decay energy is that the 

tentative decay scheme is not unreasonable from the standpoint of total 

decay energy. 

Summary 
. 211 

In discussing the decay scheme.ofEm with the single-part-
. 211 

iclemodel in mind, one would expect.the excite~ states of At to 

come from the promotion of the Qdd proton. Two of the protons beyond 

the closed shell of 82 proto~s would be paired off to give zero angular 

momentum, and the third proton should give.the excited states starting 

Withh
9

/ 2 . The neutrons cannot be excited very easily, since the 126-

neutron closed shell makes the configuration for this isotope very st

able. The great number of levels.thatmust be present to explain the 

numerous transitions are closely spaced and very difficult to fit into 

a single proton-exci ta tionscheme. t;r the ground-state is considered' 

to have a 9/2-spin and parity, the first excited state may be either 

7/2- or 5/2-, depending on the order of filling ,of the proton orbits 

beyond the 82-protonclosed shell. This.first excited .state can be 

considered the excitation of the odd proton, but this is ,the only ten

tative assignment that can be.made. 

The numerous levels of/At211 above 700 kev may be explained 

Qualitatively by considering the coupling .of the proton pair in dif

ferent energy states with the odd proton. The.type of interaction has 

previously been discussed for both Bi207 and Po209 excite~ levels .. For 
211 . ' 2 . 1 

At the ground state would conslst of the (h
9

/ 2 ) J =0, (h
9

/ 2 ) J = 9/2 
configuration, which can give only 9/2 as the spin of the state. The 

·first group of excited s~ates may arise from a Ch9/2)2J = 2 energy state 

for the paired protons, coupled with either an (h9/2 )1 or (f7/2 )1 state 

for the odd} proton. This .would give a great number of half-integral .0. 

spins from 13/2 through 1/2 for the configuration, depending on the 

.state taken for the odd proton. Interaction between the particles would ~ 

split the .various spin states into levels with different energies. In 

this manner the great number of levels in At211 reQuired to explain the 

transitions, which are too numerous for the single-particle model, may 

be explaiped. It is of interest to note.that the energy reQuired to 



,. 

., 

raise the .proton pair to J = 2 state (I.e., "'1000 kev) is approximately 

thesameas.that required to excite the h
9

/ 2
protonto.a f7/2 state . 

. This suggests strongly that the (h9/2)2J ='2 state should .be used in 

some manner to ,explain .thelevels of At211. 
211 Further investigations of the levels of At ,by both experi~ 

mental.and theoreticaLmethods, will be ·of great interest in determining 

if this qualitative method of establishing the level scheme can be used 

to explain the observed levels. 

Part II 

IV. INTRODUCTION 

Since.the .very early days of the study of natural radioactivity 

the question of the interrelationship of alpha-particle. energies, half 

lives, and neutron and proton .numbers has engaged the attention of those 

interested in systematization of the empirical facts so that clues to 

their basic 'meaning would be more readily predicted. Such correlations 

.have in recent years COII$ to be known as "alpha systematics". One of . 

the chi~f generalizations concerning the relationship of the alpha dis

integration energy and the mass number of the isotopeofa part;i,cular 

element stated that the disintegration energy decreased ina nearly 

linear fashion with increasing ,mass number. This generalization holds 

quite well for most of the heavy elements, as can be.seenby inspection 

of Fig. 24. However, in those elements having alpha-emitting isotopes 

coviering the region immediately above and below the neutr~n number 126, 

this relationship breaks down and a very sharp discontinuity of about 4 

Mev occurs in the alpha-disintegration energy .. The points for astatine, 

polonium,and emanationisptopes in Fig. 24 indicate this discontinuity 

most dramatically. ,The break.is quite understandable in terms.of the 

Mayerl and the Haxel, Jensen, andSuess2 single-particle.model of the 

nucleus, and is related to ,the closed shell ,at 126. neutrons, as is dis-) 

cussed more fully by Perlman,. G~iOrs6, and SEaborg. 39 The last ref

erence:.-aaso cites considerable past' and .recent literature .bearing on 

the general subject of alpha systematics. Recent developments in alpha 

radioactivity (upto,mid- 1954)a;e reviewed by Asaro and per1man.
40 

Morilyer and Hyde discussed the influence.of the126-neutron 

shell on the alpha-decay properties of several emanation, franCium, and 
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d o ° t 8 '. ra lumlSO opes. ·Their work extended the curve of alpha.;.disintegration 

energy versus mass number to :the neutron-deficient. side of the126-neu

tron shell. Their article included a summary of the results of the work 

to be ~eported here, and these data are "included in Fig. 24 •. It was the 

chief purpose of this study to further extend the curve bya new method 

of production for neutron-defi'cient emanation isotopes ~ 

The emanation isotopes.wereproduced by bombarding gold foil 

with +6 nitrogen ions. The nuclear reaction that took place to form 
. 208 

Em was: 

+ 
) 

Additional neutrons were emitted from the compound nucleus, in many 
207 206 201~ 

cases, and subsequ/2ntly Em ,Em ,and Em . were formed . These 

isotopes were identified by half lives, alpha~particle energies, and 

. genetic .relationships. Information .concerning the half life of At207 

and the branching ratio of Po202 was also obtained by watching these 

activities grow into a purified emanation sample. The advantage in 

using nitrogen io~s to form the emanation isotopes is that no isotope 

.heavier than Em208 is formed. This allows the stu~y of the neutron-
209 deficient isotopes.of.emanation.without any. interference from Em , 

Em210 , Em211 , Em2l2 , or Em22l Previously the method .of production -

i. e., spallation of thorium wi th 340-Mev protons -- formed all emanation 

isotopes, which made the study of the short-lived ones very difficult. 

v . EXPERIMENTAL 

The emanation isotopes were produced by bombarding gold (mass 

number 197) with nitrogen ions, which were accelerated in the 60-in. 
48 

cyclotron of Crocker Radiation Laboratory. Only the +6 species of 

nitrogen ions.wereaccelerated to high enough energies to cause nuclear 

reactions ingold. The +6 ni trogenion is not produced in the primary 

ionization source for the beam particles, but it is.formed during the 

.acceleration. Nitrogen ions with a + 2 . charge are introduced into the 

cyclotron from the primary ionization source, and these undergo a pre

liminary harmonic acceleration. During this initia:l acceleration some 

.ofthe + 2 ions are stripped of additional electrons, and ions with all 

possible chB:rgesare.formed. The design parameters of the cyclotron 
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allow only the + 2 and +6 ions to be accelerated; the remainder are de

flectedfrom~heacceleration orbit. The beam.achieved in this manner 

is a mixture of + 2 and + 6 nitrogen with a continuous ,variation .up to 

a maximum of approximately 140 Mev for the + 6 .iorls.Thegold target 

is.mountedso that it intercepts this.entire beam at the outer edge or 

the cyclotron dees. 

Two different target assemblies were used for bombardment of 

the gold foil. In the first experiments a 5-milgold foil was placed 

on a holder in front.of the beam. However, this was unsatisfactory 

because the gold was heated to such a high temperature by the beam that 

a .. water-cooledtarget was needed to reduce the lops of . emanation. The 

go'id foil.was then placed ona semicircular water-cooled.probe .. This 

probe.allowed the target to intercept the same beam but still be cooled 

,on the back by a stream of water under pressurel~ This cooling is re

q,uired because .of the high intensity of + 2 nitrogen ions, which are 

not energetic enough to .cause nuclear reactions but are completely 

stopped by the gold. foil. The .target assembly was designed so. that it 

could be dismantled rapidly in order to study products of short hUfli£e. 

The emanation was extracted from the gold foil by amalgamati~g 

the gold with merc~ry .. The gold foil, after bombardment, was placed in 

a pool of mercury in a vacuum system .. The system was pumped down to 
-4 10mm Hg, then was heated ,with an induction heater for several minutes. 

As the .gold dissolved in the .mercury, the emanation was freed and sub

seq,uently collected ina trap in the vacuum system.at liq,uid nitrogen 

temperature. The sample was.then mounted ,on aluminum foil by the glow

discharge techniq,ue~*) Briefly,this techniq,ue is as f~llows: the 

emanation isintroduced,atbetweenlOO.and lOOO.microns pressure, into 

a special chamber, which has two electrodes. A potential of several 

hundred ¥olts is placed across the electrodes; this ionizes and accel

erates the emanation into,the metal lattice of the negative electrode. 

A detailed description of the glow-discharge techniq,ueis given by 

Momyer and HYde~8The separation, purification, and·mounting .of an 

* The name for the process is·derived from the bluish-purple glow 

that.accompanies this ionization. 

i....:,. 
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emanation sample was carried out ina very short period of time. Samples 

were ready to be counted between15.and 20 minutes after the end of the 

bombardment. 

The emanation samples prepared in this manner consisted of a 
. 208 ' . 207 206 204 . 

mixture ,of Em ,Em ,Em', and Em alpha activities. After a 

period of time the electron-capture and ,alpha-decay daughters grew in. 

Table XXIX isa summary of the i~formation .deducedfrom this research 

on these isotopes. This work constit:utes the first determination of the 

properties of these isotopes except for some data on Em
208 0btained by 

Momyer and Hyde, and information obtained independently and at the same 
41 

time on the emanation isotopes by nitrogen bombardments by Burcham. 

The genetic relationships of the emanation isotopes that were demon

strated by this.work are given in Fig. 25. 

Table XXIX 

Summary of experimental data from this work 

Isotope .' Half life Alpha-particle .energy Branching 
{min) CM~v) 

Em
208 21 ± 3 6.14 ± 0.05 

Em207 10 ± 2 6.12 ± 0.05 410 0:, 9&fo Ee 
206 6.2 0~5 6.25 0.05 65% 35% Ee Em ± ,± 0:, 

Em
204 

3 ± 1 6.28 ± 0.05 

At207 107 ± 5 5·75 ± 0.05 
Po202 51 ± 3 5.60 ± 0.05 2ojo 0:; 9&fo Ee 

VI. ·RESULTS 

,Let us now review' the experimental data from which these prop

erties were deduced. ,It will be noted from Fig. 25 that the alpha

.particle, energies, for. these emanation isotopes fall in the range from 

6.2 to 6.4 Mev. Hence for careful study of the decay 'of these.alpha 

activities, the ,alpha pulse-height analyzer was set to,expand the 6.2-

to-6.5-Mev range over the.entire 48 channels. The alpha spectrum thus 

observed in one bombardment is shown in Fig. 26. ,This spectrum shows 
..J 

the 'j:.womainpeaksat 6.,12 ,and 6.25 Mev, and .also small ,shoulders on 

these peaks ,at 6 .14 and 6,.28 Mev" all of. which were identified as .alpha 
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decay of emanationisotqpes. The decay of these peaks ,was followed, and 

the decay of the6.l2-Mevpeakwas resolved into 21,.. and ll-minute com

ponents.The6.25-Mev peak and its 6.28-Mev shoulder were' resolved into 

6.2-minute and 3-minute.halflives. The assignment of these half lives 

to certain emanation isotopes, as.shown in Table XXIX is justified in 

detai'l .in 'later sections. 

The alpha energy of the .asta tineandpolon~um activities covered 

a much wider energy range. In separate runs the alpha pulse-height ana

lyzer was set.to cover a 'larger energy range, so that the growth and 

decay of the.alpha,peaks dueto.the daughter isotopes could be followed 

and correlated with the decay of theemanationaJ,.pha peaks. In Fig. 27 

the alpha spectrum of the .emanation and daughter activities that were 

observed is shown. Thisalpha-pulse.analysis was made 1 hour after the 

sample had been prepared. Much better statistics.were obtained on 

P 208 d P 206 b t· th 1 f th 1 . d ft· o an 0 y coun lng e samp e or e ong perlo S,O lme 

several days after the.shortactivities had decayed away .. 

Mass Assignment of Emanation-208 

Em208 has previously been observed by Momyer and Hyde.
8 

They 

assigned to it.a 23-minutehalf life, .and based their mass .assignment 

.on the growth and id~ntification of P0
204 

andPo
208 

in an emanation 

fraction. Momyer, Asa~o, and Hyde measured the alpha-particle energy 

in the .alpha-particle spectrograph, and found it to be 6.138 ± 0.005 
42 

Mev. In this experimental work on alpha peak at 6.14 ±0.05 Mev was 

observed with a 21±3-minutehalf life. On the basis of the agreement 

between half lives and alpha-particleel).ergy, this peak was assigned to 

Em208 . 

Mass Assignment of Emanation-207 

The .alpha group at 6.12 .Mev was .observed to ,decay with a 10-

minute half life. This.activity was assigned.to E:m207 by observing 
207 ." . . 207 

the growth of At . Flgure 28 shows the growth curve of At that 

was observed in one run. ,The.two.isotopes were related by calculating 

the time after purification thatthemax.imum amount of At207 activity 

had grown in. This maximum time .depends on the half lives of both the 

parent ,and daughter activities,and ip determined experimentally from 

the At207 growth curve. ,By comparing'the ,time ,of maximum At207 activity 
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calculated using each possible half life for the pareritandtheexperi

mental ,value, one can establish the correct parent-daughter relationship . 

. The equation.that represents.this relationship is 

t 
m 

1 , 

where ),.B is . the· characteristic decay constant for the daughter. acti vi ty, 

.)~A the decay constant for the parent activity, and ntm" the.time ,at 

maximum activity of the daughter. Using the measured half life of 10 

minutes for Em~07 and 107 minutes for At207 , one calculates the time at 

,maximum activity to be 40 minutes. This corresponds to the experimental 

value of 39 ±4 minutes that was taken from the growth . curve in Fig. 28. 

The ,two dotted growth curves ,shown inFig.~28 represent calculated curves 

based on the assumption that the half life of the parent is8 minutes or 

13·minutes. These two ,curves aid in showing that the 10-minute half 

life for the parent gives the best agreement. 
207 The .branchingratio for Em can be calculated from the alpha 

decay of Em207 and the alpha decay of At207 . The At207 is the product 

of the.electron ... capturedecay of Em207 , and its al;phaactivity gives a 
207 ~ 

measure of the amount of electron capture Em undergoes. Thealpha 

branching.of At207 has previously been.measured asapproximatelylCP/o. 

Taking the At207 alpha activity at any known time, one ~an easily calcu

late the number of atoms of Em207 that are required to give ~iseto this 

At 207 acti vi ty .. By comparing thi s number with the number of a toms of 

Em207 required to give the alpha disintigrationrate, .one can determine 
. . . ' 207 

theamolint of alpha and electron-capture decay of Em. The average 

of two experiments gave ,a value.of 410 alpha and 9&/0 electron-capture 

decay for Em207 .. Thes!= values are based on a lCP/o alpha branching for 

At207 , and should be recalculated when a b~tter value for At207 is 

,available. 

Emanation-206 - Mass Assignment.and Branching Ratio 

The assignment of the 6.2 minute half life and the 6.25 ± 0.05-

Mev alpha. group to Em206 
was achieved by observing the growth of the 

alpha daughter, P0
202 

The nuclear properties' of P0
202 

have previously 
23 . . 202 

been reported by Karraker and Templeton. The growth curve for Po 

v. 
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alpha activity that was observed in one experiment is shown in Fig. 29. 

The time of maximum 'Po202activity was calculated with 6.2 minutes for 

the Em
206 

half life and 52 minutes as the Po
202 

half life. This ca1cu

la ted lit 11 value of.:1,.9. 5 mirlUtes .agreeswi th the experimental value from 
202 

the Po growth curve in Fig. 29. (The dotted growth curves show what 

the curve would look like with 4 minutes .or 10 ,minutes used as the half 

life .of the parent of P0
202

.) The growth of At206 could not be observed 

for further checking of the .mass assignmeI'lt because ·of the low alpha 

braI'lching,of At206 . 

'., The alpha electron-capture branching ratio for Erri206 was deter

mined by comparing.the Em206 
alpha activity with the p0206 alphaactiVity. 

206 . . 206' 
Po 1S the electron-capture product of At ,which is the electron-

capture daughter of Em206 . This decay chain is illustrated in Fig .. 25. 

Since no alpha branchiDgof At206 has be~n determined, it ,may be con

sidered very small. The Po 206 activity, when corrected for its. electron-

capture branching, gives a measure of the amount of electron capture of 

Em206
. The number of atoms ,of Em206 required to produce a certain num-

206 ber of Po' counts can be.determined and compared with the number of 

Em206 
atoms giving .riseto the alpha disintegration rate. A comparison 

of these two values yields a branching of 6510 alpha and 3510 . 'electron-

cEl.pture. 

Branching Ratio forPolonium-202 

. The branching ,ratio of P0
202

can be determined from thes'e ex

perimental.data. The .po
202 

is.producedonly as the daughter of the 

alpha decay of Em206 . From the alpha disintegration rate of Em206
, the 

number of atoms of p0
202

at.any time can be calculated. The observed 

.alpha disintegration rate of Po202 can then be used to determine the 

number of atoms undergoing alpha decay. This fractional part of the 

P 202 t . th b h· t· o a om glves e ranc lng.ra 10. A value .of 2tfaalpha and 98% elec-

tron capture was determined in this manner. 

Emanation-204 Mass Assignment 

The ,assignment of the 3-minute 6.28-Mev alpha group to Em204 

is only. tentative .. The properties ,of the daughter activities are, shown 

in Fig. 25. It is not.possible.to observe the growth of p0200 , because 

the activity will have completely grown in by the time the first ,alpha-
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w4 . 0 w4 
pulse analysis is made • The At has no . alpha branchlng) and Po 

has only lajoalphabranching. The amount of Em204 probably undergoing 
204 electron capture is.so small that the alpha branching of Po would 

riot be detected. The mass assignment of the activity is.made by using 

alpha systematics. If one compares the branching ra;tios.for the odd-
o . 207 209 ' mass emanation isotopes -- 1.e.) Em . and Em --theamount.of . alpha 

branching is observed to be getting smaller as . the .mass nwnber <i.ecreases. 

For the even-mass isotopes of emanation the alpha branching is observed 

to be getti~g larger as the mass number decreases. Therefore) by com

paring.Em205 'with the alpha branching of Em207 and Em209 ) one concludes 
205 . 0 204 

that Em should haveverl low alpha branchlng, (less thanlajo). Em 

would be expected) from the trend in the even-mass isotopes; to have a 

very high alpha branching. With this.as.a basis for assignment) the 

3 0 t 1 h 'h If lOf 0 d t Em204 -mlnu e a p a al e was.asslgne .0 • 

Additional evidence for the.assignment comes from a close in

. spection of the plot of alpha-disintegration energy versus mass number 

in Fig. 24. The graph shows a very pronounced dependence on the odd 

neutron for emanation) astatine) and polonium isotopes.below 126 neu

trons. The alpha energy for the odd-neutron isotopes is lower than the 

previouseven,..neutron isotopes) and about etlual to the next higher even

neutron' isotope of the same element . This effect is'Il11-te pronounced 

. for all isotopes.between 119 and 126 neutrons -- a region where mass 

assignments are 'Iuite certain. With this used asa criterion for the 

emanation isotopes) the assignment of the6.28-Mev alpha group to Em204 

205 is in agreement with tb,e trend. If the alpha group belonged to. Ern 

it would be expected to have.analpha energy of 6.22 Mev. Therefore) on 

the basis of alpha-energy systematics and alpha-branching considerations) 

the 3-minute6.28-Mev alpha .group is.assigned to Em204 . 

VII. DISCUSSION 

The results of these experiments were summarized in Table XXVII. 

In addition to the results previously discussed) the half lif~ for At207 

that was measured in several experiments is reported. This value of 

107 ± 5 '.minutes is shorter than the .previous .measured half life by ap

proximately 10%. At about the same time these experiments were being 

, ....... '1 

~I 
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carried out, a similar investigation was under way at the University of 

Birmingham, England by Prof. W. E. Burcham. 42 His work has already been 

published, and the agreement between the two works is quite excellent. 

The only differences ·oc.cur in the branching ratio for Em207 and in that 

he did not opserve the 3~minuteEm204 or the 21-minute Em208 . 

This information on the emanation isotopes extends the .alpha 

systematics in the region before the 126-neutron shell. It ,also extends 

.the odd-isotope effect in the.alpha disintegration energies that was 

previously discussed to one more isotope (Em207 ). From the short half 

life.foundfor these isotopes it.may be summarized that any lower-mass 

isotopes of emanation will be even shorter-lived and very difficult to 

detect. 
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